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ABSTBACT

rjWhen Muhammad Ali came to power in 1805 » he undertook

a drastic change in Egyptian land tenure . He abolished the iltizam

or tax-farm system and seized all rizaq ahtasiya or religious
V.'.#. : x' • * •

, ."; ; '£• ■ , \
... i j •.

endowments of agricultural land . When Muhammad cAli distributed
\. - V •. * ' ... •

land to the fellahin , he did not grant ownership rights over it .

The fellahin , had to pay the tax called kharaj which was imposed on

the village as a whole .

By the end of Muhammad cAli*s reign P grants of large©

ctook place . These went to Muhammad All's family , high
%

officials and wealthy individuals .

In Egypt , land was the principal resources of the economy

particularly after the introduction of cotton as a cash crop from

1820 .

Thus p under Muhammad cAli , the state gained control of
. - * ®

...

the land in Egypt t and secured the main source of revenue . Cotto:

became the major Egyptian export .

In consequence , two changes occurred; the state revenue

increased , but the gap between large and small landholders widened .

Under Muhammad cAli , the peasant had to pay the land tax but did not

own the land . The large landowners paid no tax and were able to

inherit their land .
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Under Sa^d , large estates , although subjected to Cushr
tax were granted full ownership . The peasant land also underwent

changes , in relation to purchase , mortgage and inheritance). But the

state reserved the title of ownership over the land .

During the American Civil War , the extension of cotton
#

cultivation , led to a rise in land values and attracted foreign

capital to Egypt .

Through cotton , the capitalist economy came into Egypt .

New techniques of production replaced the traditional methods of

cultivation . The coming of foreigners into Egypt led to the

introduction of capitalist practices such as mortgage and banking

activities .

Under Isma il , the government's need for cash gave impetus

to the creation of private property from kharajiya land . Under the

British occupation , the rights of property in all kinds of land were

granted and a new equal rate of tax was introduced .

This economic transformation led to the establishment of
• #

different classes of landowners in the country . By the end of the

nineteenth century , a class of landless peasants and a new class of

large landowners emerged . As a result of the rise in land values and
!

the growth of private property in land , transactions in land occurred
. . t

. I
9

Many foreigners , land companies and wealthy people acquired a
#

considerable amount of land in this way .
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INTRODUCTION

For most of its history , the %yptian economy has "been

dominated by agriculture . Even in the mid-twentieth century ,

agriculture still provided just over a third of national output .

Before the Second World War half of the net national output originated

in agriculture ; and for the nineteenth century the production of

agriculture was undoubtedly much higher

In an agricultural country like Egypt , the principal

natural resource is land . Thus , it is important to trace the

evolution of land tenure in land in order to know not only the growth

of private property in land but also its distribution . Therefore ,

Chapter One is concerned with the development in land law and tenure .

Then , Chapter Two concentrates on the distribution of landed property.

The central development in agriculture in nineteenth

century Egypt was cotton . The introduction of cotton affected not

only the agricultural sector of the economy , but also the transformation

of the economy as a whole . Thus , Chapter Three is devoted to the role

of cotton production in the agrarian economy .

I think that it can be shown that the emergence of different

classes of landowners , the rise of private property in land and the

new agricultural techniques were directly connected to the inte gration

of %ypt in the world economy . The central development leading to

this transformation was cotton . For that reason Chapter Four aims to

trace the relationship between land tenure and the agrarian economy .

1 O'Brien ,The Long-term growth of agricultural production in %ypt
in P.M.Holt (ed) Political and Social Change in Modern %ypt (London,
1968) , p. 162



First of all , a brief description of the state of land

tenure and agrarian economy in the pre-capitalist order should be

mentioned .

From 1517 r after the conquest of Sultan Salim 1 , Egypt was

part of the Ottoman Empire until 191^ , when the British declared a

protectorate over Egypt . The Ottomans ended the independent

ex istence of J^ypt under the Circassian Mamluk dynasty . Although

Egypt was an Ottoman province , the polity which emerged was not

purely Ottoman , but rather was a symbiosis of Ottoman and Mamluk

institutions and elites . The essential feature of the years between

the conquest by Salim 1 and the nineteenth century was the gradual

weakening of the grip of the central authority in Istanbul on the

province , and the concomitant strengthening of the power of the
%

Georgian and Circassian Mamluks .

Salim tried to replace the old feudal structure of fief

holding with a direct administration in which all lands were run by
2

treasury bureaucrats (the emins) . The emins were paid salaries ,

and they were supposed to send all their tax collections to the
t

Treasury . But this system soon proved to be unworkable . Since the

emins' (officials') salaries were not dependent on the amount of taxes

they collected , there seems to have been a lack of stimulus , and

3
they were rather inefficient about collecting them . As a result of

the failure of Treasury to provide sufficient salary and men ,

1 Rivlin , Tho AgriCUliuitt.1 Policy of Muhammad Ali (Ann Arbor ,

London : University Microfilms International , I98I) , p. 2
2 S.J Shaw , Landholding and Land-tax Revenues in Ottoman Egypt

in P.M Holt (ed) Political and Social Change in Modern EJgypt
(London , 1968) ,pp.92-3

3 Ibid , p. 93
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decentralization took place . The treasury granted land to each emin ,

"but he could not do all of the work himself . He therefore appointed

agents or ^mils -who f as it happened f were drawn from the Mamluks.

The result was the iltizam or tax farm .

The Mamluks as °amils acted as tax-farmers (multazims) ,

paying fixed annual sums to the emins and keeping the balance of the
— 2

collections (fa'iz) as profits for themselves .

By the end of the eighteenth century , state lands were

almost universally distributed throughout Egypt in the form of iltizam

and fell into the hands of the wealthiest and most powerful men , most

of whom were Mamluks . Of 6,000 multazims , it was estimated that 300

were Mamluks who held more than two thirds of the cultivated land

3in Egypt

Since iltizam was technically the property of the state ,

the Mamluks held only the usufruct . In theory , the iltizam was

granted for a period of years . But , with the decline of the central

power and the rise of the Mamluks , there was a marked tendency for

the usufruct of the land to become hereditary , and for the lifetime

of the holder . The government retained the title or raqaba of the

land , received the miri or land tax , but had no power over the land,

Iltizam came more and more to resemble full private ownership , though

this was never officially recognised .

1 S.J Shaw , Landholding , p. 9^
2 Ibid , p. 9^
3 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 21
^ Baer , Landownership , p. 2
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The tasarruf or usufruct of the land was divided between
t

the multazims (tax-famers) and the peasants , but the latter had to

pay taxes to the multazim . The multazim not only could derive part

of his income from these taxes , but also enjoyed his tax-free ,usya,

land . This land was usually worked either by village shaykhs, to

whom the land had been sublet 9 or by corvee peasant labour

Peasants enjoyed no property rights and were tied to the

soil f but in practice they were left undisturbed and allowed to hand

the plots to their children provided they paid taxes and supplied the

corvee labour .

In eighteenth century Egypt 9 a great deal of land became

rizaq ahbasiya or religious endowment of agricultural land . In 1812

rizaq ahbasiya covered 600,000 feddans in Upper Efeypt and the environs
*<

3of Cairo . Waqf were endowed "try the Sultan , "try those to whom the

Sultans had granted land in full private ownership and by multazims

out of their private holdings , usya land .

Each rizaq had its administrator (mutawalli) and supervisor

(nazir) . The land was worked in the same way as usya land , it was

either hired out to peasants or cultivated directly by the mutawalli .

The mutawalli rendered his accounts to the nazir and , where no nazir
* a

existed f to the qadT of the place • The nazir collected the revenues
• •>

and distributed them in accordance with the wishes of the founder of

the rizaq as specified in the deed . The beneficiary of a rizaq y

1 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 29
2 Issawi , EJgypt in Revolution , (London , 1963) > p. 21
3 Baer , A History of Landownership in Modern Egypt (London , 1962)

p. 2
4 Ibid , p. 2
5 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 3^
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mutasarrif , enjoyed his revenue for life . Upon his death , the

nazir or qadi , was obliged to pay his heirs the revenue to which
o •

they were entitled . These benefits were inherited by heirs of either

sex in equal shares . If no direct heirs existed , the line was

considered extinct and the revenues from the rizaq went to the

religious institutions to which the bequest had been made .

As 'the gift of the Nile' , agricultural activities

continued from time to time although by the end of the eighteenth

century it was in a depressed state . Under the basin system ,

agricultural cultivation was only confined to a narrow strip of land

running either side of the Nile from Aswan to a point just north of

Cairo where it divided in two to form the Delta . Agriculture

depended almost exclusively on the overflow of the Nile between

August and November each year when the land was covered with water

in vast basins until the fall in level of the river allowed the flood

to return^

After a minimum of preparation a winter(shitwi) crop was

sown in November and then harvested in May . The main shitwi crops

3
were wheat , barley , pulses , lucerne , tobacco , and flax . Most

of the land remained fallow for the rest of the year , until the next

flood . But there were some areas close to the Nile where it was

possible to obtain sufficient summer water by means of lifting

devices like the saqiya (water-wheel turned by animal power) or the

shaduf(a bucket which was swung down into the river on the end of a

1 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 3^
2 Owen , The Middle Ehst in the World Economy , 1800-191A- , (London ,

New York : 1981) , p. 30
3 Issawi , Egypt in Revolirtion , p. 21
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long pole) . As a result summer (saifi) crops were possible to be sown

in late spring or early summer .^ Millet , maize , rice , and sugar¬

cane constituted the principal summer and autumn crops . Cotton was

2
grown on small-scale in Upper Egypt .

Although grain was used to pay taxes , there was evidence

that peasants had already been involved in producing cash crops . Rice-

growing villages in Dimyat province , for instance , paid their taxes

in cash 9 which shows that they were able to sell their crops .

Similarly fellahin in the Fayyum sold cotton or woolen threads that
3

they had spun to weavers in Madinat al-Fayyum . But rural trade was

extremely limited •

Egypt became the centre of the transit trade in spices

between Southeast Asia and Europe • This trade seems to have disappeared

definitely at the end of the sixteenth century • It was , however ,

replaced by trade in coffee . In the eighteenth century f Cairo was a

place of passage 9 a circulation centre whose branches extended via the

Red Sea into Arabia and India ; via the Nile into Abyssinia and the

Central Africa ; and via the Mediterranean into Europe and the Turkish

Empire . It was especially the emporium for huge oriental trade in

coffee and spices that played a decisive role in Egypt's economy . All

the great coffee and spice merchants were established there ■

$

1 Owen , Middle East , p. 30
2 Issawi 9 Egypt in Revolution 9 p. 21
3 Baer , Village and City in Egypt and Syria , in A.L.Udovitch (ed)

The Islamic Middle East 9 700-1900 (Princeton , I98I) , p. 603
4 Bent Hansen , An Economic Model for Ottoman Egypt 9 in A.L.Udovitch

(ed) The Islamic Middle East 9 pp. 502 9 516
5 Andre Raymond 9 The Economic Crisis of Egypt in the 18th century ,

in A.L.Udovitch (ed) The Islamic Middle East 9 p. 688
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DEVELOPMENT IN LAND LAW AND TENURE
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Chapter One

Development in Land Law and Tenure

c
l.i Under Muhammad Ali

As early as the French evacuation of Egypt in October 1801

a struggle for power among various groups began . These groups were

the Mamluks who wanted to regain their ancient power , the Albanians
0

of whom Muhammad Ali was a chief , and the Ottoman Governors or
#

walis • From this struggle Muhammad CAli emerged victorious through

the support of the Culama' , the most influential group in the

country .
0

Q
Therefore in the early years of his reign , Muhammad Ali

exerted all his efforts to establish power in Egypt in two ways s

first , by eliminating any alternative powers , and second , try-

creating an efficient and reliable military force . This is because

at the time when he was appointed formally try the Sultan as Viceroy

in 1805 9 he was confronted by the Mamluks 9 who were masters of

Upper Egypt • The Mamluks main source of revenue was through their

tenure of Iltizams or tax-farms •

On the other hand , the ^lama' who deposed the Ottoman
-• 0

Viceroy , Khurshid Pasha , and appointed Muhammad Ali instead ,

2
were at their peak in politics . Apart from their religious position,

they were also nazirs or trustees of rizaq ahbasiya or endowment
o •

land which was the tasis of their influence .

1 P.M Holt , Egypt and The Fertile Cresent (London , 1975)> PP.177-8
2 Al-Jabarti , CAja'ib al-Athar fi'l-Thrajim wa'l-Akhbar

juz. v (Cairo,1958-66) , p.219



c
To secure his position , Muhammad Ali needed to build up

a strong army and to keep it loyal to him . For this , he required

money to pay his soldiers so that they would not oppose him as they

had done on a number of occasions under successive viceroys before

him"1".

Q
For all these reasons , Muhammad Ali began to seek

financial resources . Like his predecessors he made repeated levies

on the merchants and others in the town , expropriated cattle ,

crops and boats . Traditional methods of taxation were simply not
£

enough to support Muhammad Ali's army of 10f000 men , and continual

levies , by further destroying the country's economy , would have

led only to sharply diminishing returns and the ever-present threat
2 c

of a revolt • Muhammad Ali saw that the existing systems of

iltizam and waqf land ( rizaq ahtasiya ) did not meet his financial
o

needs . Iltizams diverted a proportion of agricultural incomes away

from the state to the multazims or tax-farmers . Rizaq ahbasTya also

deprived the state of revenue f as this land was exempt from

taxation •^

1 Al-Jabarti gave this as a reason for the failure of power
as in the cases of Khasraw Pasha (Turkish wall or governor),
Ihhir Pasha (the Albanian chief) , al-Bardisi (the Mamluk
leader) , and Khurshid Pasha (Turkish wall or governor) .

2 Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy (Oxford ,1969) , p.17

3 Baer , History of Landownership in modern Egypt (London ,1962)
pp. 3—^ .
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c
In searching for a new policy , Muhammad Ali undoubtedly

was exposed to the Turkish reform movement and to the land reforms

undertaken by the French during their occupation of Egypt ^ .Sultan

Salim 111 (1789 - 1808) attempted to restore undisputed Turkish

control over Egypt , to place the sources of revenue under the

direct control of the state f and to exile the old privileged class .

2
In these he failed . The French land reform was also connected

with the problem of increasing the sources of revenue to pay the

costs of government , both civil and military 3 # However the tax

reform planned by Menou was abandoned after the defeat of the French

force .

0
However f it was almost impossible for Muhammad Ali to

introduce his new land policy at a time when the land was under the

control of the powerful multazims , including the CulamaMoreover
his opponents , the Mamluks ,were active in Lower Egypt and the

Fayyum , interrupting trade . It was not until the death of

their leader Alfi Bey , and the defeat of the British expeditionary

force in 180? , that he finally became master of the whole Delta

area ^ ,

0
Thus , Muhammad Ali's first land policy was the

collection of taxes in Lower Egypt which had been originally

imposed by the Mamluks . However these were inadequate . Therefore
#

1 H.Rivlin , The Agricultural Policy of Muhammad CAli (Ann Arbor ,

London : University Microfilms International , 1981) f p.^T
2 Ibid , p. ^4-0
3 Ibid , p. ^-1
4 Owen , cotton , p.l7
5 Rivlin f Agricultural Policy f p ^7 •



in 1806 and 1807 , with the consent of the shaykhs of al-Azhar , he

collected half of the multazim,s faiz or profit previously retained
r.

by them . Also in 1807 he imposed a tax on masmuh lands of mashayikh

al-balad . In 1808 he went even further . Some multazims who could

not pay taxes because their land was in poor condition , were

• c
replaced by supporters and relatives on whom Muhammad Ali relied

to forward the revenue he needed "*■ .

0
From 1809 onward f Muhammad Ali's land policy was far

more radical. Not only did he collect half of the faiz , but in

1809 he also imposed a tax on usya land or land granted to multazims

as private and tax-free and also on rizaq ahbasiya • Proclamations

were dispatched to the villages and countryside and officials were

sent to investigate the rizaq belonging to mosques or used for

charitable works . He ordered every rizaq holder to present his

title deed to the diwan and replace it with a new one within kO days

or title to the property would be taken away and given to another
2

person .

Ihis new policy was first introduced in the province of
%

Buhaira • A new land-register was compiled in this province •

Consequently , when the landholders received letters from the

government demanding additional taxes f a crisis began • The

multazims complained to the ulama' and together they resisted

these demands , led by naqib al-ashraf fcUmar Makram ^ •

1 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. ^7
2 Al-Jabarti , cAja'ib al-Athar f in G.Issawi (ed) The Economic

^History of Modern Egypt (Chicago , Midway reprint, 1975) >P*38l
3 ^Afaf Lutfi , The Role of the Culama' in Egypt during the early

Nineteenth century , in P.M.Holt (ed) Political and Social Change
in Modern Egypt (London , 1968) , p.276
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This opposition led Muhammad cAli to decrease the power

of the ^llama' as a political force . Finally , cUmar Makram was

dismissed from office . With the disappearance of °Umar Makram from
C

the political arena , Muhammad Ali was no longer threatened by the

culama' as they were in too much disarray to attempt any further
1 c

action . With the decline in power of the ulama' , a reform of

the waqf system became possible . By eliminating the power of the

Culama' , the Mamluks were the only resistant group left in the

country .

Hitherto , the traditional system of iltizam still
Q

remained , and the land policy undertaken by Muhammad Ali was the

rectification of the existing landholding system without an

introduction of drastic change in its form . But these reforms

proved inadequate to meet government expenditure , particularly in

1810 when there were abnormally high floods . One observer,Drovetti
C r\

claimed that Muhammad Ali's position in June 1810 was at its most
#

2
critical since the beginning of his reign . Since all sources of

income for meeting government expenditure were quickly disappearing,
c •

Muhammad Ali was forced to seek drastic remedies . Therefore in

1810 , he made determined efforts to eradicate corruption from the

financial administration itself and to end the monopoly of the

finances of the country by a group of Coptic officials who seized
Q

every opportunity to enrich themselves . Then Muhammad Ali decided
#

1 cAfaf Lutfi , Role of the Culama' ,p. 277 5 Rivlin , pp. ^7,^-8,^9.
2 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p.50
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to eliminate existing tax distinctions on agricultural lands . But

under the ever-nresent stimulus of the need for more money , these

measures became only the preliminaries to a design to abolish the

iltizam system aiming at restoring direct government control over all

land in Egypt .

For that reason , the Pasha decided to rid himself of the

remained as a permanent threat to his power f but

also obstructed the achievement of economic unity in Egypt . On March 1

1811 he ordered the massacre of a large number of the Mamluks • By 1812
Q

there were no Mamluks in Egypt to challenge Muhammad Ali's authority
2

or to agitate the countryside • With the elimination of the Mamluks t

a general reform of the iltizam-system became possible • First the

iltizams^in Upper Egypt were confiscated in 1812 . These iltizams were

transferred to the state under the name of almadbut Then in 181^- ,

the remaining iltizams in Lower Egypt were confiscated and the land

transferred to the state . However the former multazims here received

5
pensions .

Despite the ineffective opposition of the Culama * ,

land belonging to rizaq ahbasiya was similarly confiscated in 1812

in Upper Egypt and in 181^4- in the remainder of the country • Muhammad
c *

Ali undertook to compensate its former possessors with life
6 c

pensions . The ulama 9 now became dependent on the Pasha's

1 Rivlin # Agricultural Policy , p. 51
2 Ibid , p._52
3 all iltizams of the Mamluks or those of other multazims .

k Baer f History of Landownership , p. ^
5 Ibid , p. 4
6 Ibid , p. 5
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bounty for survival , and in a greater position of subservience than

they had ever been ^ .

Rizqa land or land granted with full right of ownership and
c

tax-free , was not confiscated by Muhammad Ali , but he made it

subject to the kharaj tax • He granted to the holders as indemnity

an allowance called faiz and withdrew from them the right to make
2

these lands into waqf

c • •

It has been said that in 1809 Muhammad Ali imposed a tax

on usya land . In Upper Egypt , this land was confiscated along with

the iltizams and merged with the other kharaji land ^ . However in

Lower Egypt when the confiscation of iltizam had been carried out ,

the majority of multazims here received as indemnity for life the

right of usufruct of their usya land , exempt from all taxation , in

addition to their life pensions . But these lands were not registered

in the land survey . Usually , usya land should pass into the

state on the death of its holders , as inscribed at the ruznamah

office , but to secure the right of enjoyment for their heirs ,

these lands were made into waqf ^ .

Q
As a result of his reforms f Muhammad Ali became the

actual owner of almost all agricultural land in Egypt . When the

country became stable again and his position was strong enough f

c
Muhammad Ali saw that fixity of land tenure was the foundation of

his dreams . Thus he carried out a cadastral survey of all the

1 Afaf Lutfi , Role of the Culama' , p. 277 •
2 Y. Artin , The Right of Landed Property in Egypt , trans .

(London , 1885) , p. 53
3 Ibid , p;^f
^ Ibid , p.5^1-
5 Ibid , p. 55
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cultivated area of Egypt and registered all lands in the village

communities for tax liability . However this survey was made at

different times throughout Egypt . Registration of land in Upper

Egypt was completed in 1812 f and in Lower Egypt in 1814 ^ .

The greater part of lands registered in the cadastral

survey was distributed among peasant cultivators as early as

2
1813 • In the official registers f a fixed and bounded plot of

3land was inscribed in the names of the peasants - . But they were

not yet the owners of the land • They were only usufructuary holders
Z|

for life . Hie right of usufruct normally passed from father to

son and the land concerned was sometimes called athariya • On all

such land a kharaj tax was levied - because of that it was also

called kharajiya - f and the tax was to be paid directly to the state

without the mediation of multazims ^ •

A certain quantity of the same land was also granted to the

shaykh al-balad or village headman , exempt from all taxation in

return for his services . Hiese lands were called masmuh al-mashayikh

and masmuh al-mastabah ^ •
• © e

To sum up , between 1811 and 1814- , Muhammad cAli succeeded

in restoring government control over land in Egypt , and in most

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 6
2 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 60
3 According to Baer , this seems extremely improbable and inconsistent

with what was known about property rights at that time . With
reference to other sources , he came to the conclusion that the land
was registered in the name of the village , not the individual
fellah . Baer , Studies in the Social History of Modem Egypt
(Chicago : 1969 ) p. 22

k Artin , Right of Landed Property , pp. 52-3 > 60
5 Anderson , Law Reform in Egypt , in P.M Holt (ed) Political and

Social Change , p. 210
6 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 52
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9

cases the right of ownership was not granted . However.nationalizing

the land and granting it to the peasants with the right of usufruct

had laid the foundation for development of private peasant property

in land in the later period . These lands were called athariya or

kharajiya lands .

The first law concerning kharajiya land was issued in 1846.

The law provided for the pledging of khavAjiya land by the fellah ,

or its transfer by means of a certificate from shaykh al-balad or

one signed in the presence of witnesses . The emigrant fellah who

return to the village after an undetermined time , had the right to

require the restitution of his land on certain conditions . However,

the holder of kharajiya land who failed to pay tax , could be ousted

Ihis was not yet full ownership . Moreover the law of 1846 did not

mention inheritance . Although the practice of son succeeding father

continued , the power to appoint a successor on the death of the

holder fell to the shaykh al-balad , instead of the multazim

formerly ^ .

0
Thus , during the time of Muhammad Ali , peasants were

in a similar position to tenants • They had only usufruct rights or

tasarruf on the land , while the ownership rights or raqaba remained

in the hands of the state • However , the ownership rights of land

for people other than peasants such as the royal family and high
• • • cofficials had begun at a much earlier time in Muhammad Ali's reign •

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 7 ; Artin , Right of Landed Property ,

p. 60
2 Artin , p. 60
3 Baer , Landownership , pp. 6-7
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At first the Jksha did not encourage the formation of private

estates because he wished to reserve the profit from agriculture

for himself,and to prevent his officers from gaining any opportunity

of influence . However , from 1829 onward , he began to modify his

policy .^ In order to encourage further cultivation , land not

included in the cadastral survey,i.e ib adiya,was granted to
2

individuals exempt from taxation .

At first , the ib adiya holders held only the right of

usufruct or tasarruf , but in 1836 , the law granted the right of
Q

inheritance to descendants of the holders . Furthermore , in 18^-2 ,

- 4
they were authorized to sell or transfer ib adiya land

In the meantime f members of Muhammad CA1i1s family were

granted a parcel of land f theoretically from ib°adiya or land

excluded from the survey , called jiflik ^ The area of jiflik

began to expand in number and size only towards the end of the 1830s

when many villages became insolvent and especially after 18*1-1 , when
— C

the Sultan's firman confirmed the Muhammad Ali dynasty as
4 •

hereditary rulers of Egypt This provided security to build up

family possessions .

1 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 6l
2 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 56
3 Ibid , p. 224
4 Ibid , p. 226
3 Baer f Landownership 9 p. 18
6 Rivlin f Agricultural Policy f p. 67
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Land-tax receipts and cotton profits were the two vital
c

sources of Muhammad All's revenue , providing nearly 75 percent of

the total in 1836 1 • In 1838 , there was evidence that villages

became insolvent and the people could no longer meet the government's

demands . Ibis was followed by a new survey of the land and its

redistribution among those villages which were still able to pay

taxes ^ • Considerable reluctance was shown at first by wealthy
c •

individuals to accept uhda i.e. to pay the arrears of villages
c • • • • • •

they received as uhda and to guarantee their tax liabilities in
0

future . When conditions continued to deteriorate Muhammad Ali

issued a decree in 1840 that insolvent villages should be granted to

high officials , army officers and others who had grown wealthy in
3 c

his service • They had no choice • Muhammad Ali himself , as

well as Ibrahim Pasha , and other members of his family , also
C

accepted uhdas . Fellahin in these villages still held their

athariya land . but paid their taxes to the Cuhda holders instead

of the state .

Q
Thus , the uhda system was in many ways a return to that

of iltizams which had been finally abolished in 181^4- • Like multazims,
c • o cmuta ahhids or uhda holders received a parcel of land in each uhda,

and they were able to use the unpaid labour of the fellahin .However,

cuhda differed from iltizam in that the mutacahhid could not levy

a higher tax than that inscribed in the cadastral register ^ »

1 Owen , cotton , p. 60
2 Ibid , p. 60
3 Artin , Right of Landed Property , pp. 80-1
k Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 65
5 Artin , Right of Landed Property , pp. 80-1
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c
To sum up , under Muhammad Ali's rule a drastic change

in the history of Egyptian land tenure took place in a very short

time . From 1811 to 1814 he abolished the iltizam system and seized

all agricultural waqf land or rizaq ahtasiya . Consequently from

1814 he became the actual owner of all agricultural land in Egypt .

The Pasha then distributed most of the land to the fellahin f but

he did not issue the right of ownership • In the later period of
Q

his reign , Muhammad Ali issued a law in 1846 providing for pledging

or transferring of the athariya land • Concerning private estates f

the law of I836 permitted them to be heritable • Furthermore a law

of 1842 provided for selling and transferring the ibcadlya land .

Q
Thus , under Muhammad Ali although the raqaba or right

of ownership of the land was retained "by the state , the right of
%

tasarruf or usufruct lagan to increase considerably particularly

in the case of large estates , and this undoubtedly led to the

establishment of private property in the later period .
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1 . ii Under Sa id

cAbbas 1 came to power in November 18^8 after the reigns

of Muhammad cAli and Ibrahim Pasha . He opposed the modernization
c

policy of his grandfather Muhammad Ali in every detail as he

"believed it to "be a reason for foreign interference in Egypt .

Consequently he did not make any changes in land law or land tax ,

because he also believed that the existing land law whereby the

state had the right of ownership over the land , could prevent

foreign influence coming into Egypt .

c "•
Abbas's policy of opposing modernization , however ,

benefitted the peasants • The army was reduced and fewer men were

called upon to serve on the corvee . These were undoubtedly

advantages to the fellahin on whom fell most heavily the burden of
y 2

military and corvee service • • Moreover for the benefit of the

fellahin 9CAbbas 1 in 1850 abolished the Cuhda 9 in order to protect
c ^the fellahin from the increasing power of muta ahhids 9 • Although

the law of I85O was carried out generally , some villages succeeded
c ^in being left as uhda and remained so at least until 1883 •

Therefore it can be said that the law of 1850 was no

improvement in relation to the new trend of land law and tenure in

general . Moreover the law of I85O did not completely abolish the

Cuhda system .
$

1 M. Lahita , Tarikh Misr al-Iqtisadi (Cairo , 19^) , pp.200-16 • •

2 Crouchley f Economic Development , pp. 107-8
3 Artin , Right of Landed Property 9 pp. 81-2
4 Ibid , p. 82
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C- . .

When Sa id came to the throne in 1854 , some new land

laws were introduced together with some reforms in land taxes . This

is because Sa^a resumed the policy of modernization started by his

father , Muhammad CAli , in order to improve the condition of his

people .

Therefore , in the first year of his reign he started to

re-assert the authority of the central government by introducing

his administrative reforms designed to abolished injustices

committed by the various local officials , and to meet the changes

that were taking place in the economic conditions of the country ^ •

Thus , in 1854 , Sa^d issued a law stating that the transfer of the

kharajiya land should be made through the mudlriya(provincial court)

by means of a certificate , instead of one from the village shaykh

or one drawn up before witnesses . The law also fixed a period of

15 years limitation on all actions concerning the right of landed

property . Lastly , the law for the first time allowed male ( and ,

under certain circumstances , female ) heirs to inherit fellahin

land 2 ,

Thus , not only did the law of 1854 modify the law of 1846

and therefore circumscribe the power of the village shaykh , but also

gave people more confidence in the certificate , and allowed the

inheritance of the land .

1 Crouchley , Economic Development , p. 110
2 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 61
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Then in 1858 a comprehensive land law was passed by

Sa^d which is considered as the basis of the establishment of

private property in land in modern %ypt . This law extended the

right of fellahin's property to their land . Article 1 provided for

inheritance in accordance with Muslim law . Articles and 5 la-id

down the principle that a person who had held a certain plot of

kharajiya land for 5 consecutive years , tilled it and paid its
2

taxes , acquired inalienable ownership of it 1 Article 8 permitted

the holder of kharajiya land to mortgage it, sell it , exchange it ,

or transfer it , provided he informed the local authorities so that
3

the change in ownership could be registered . Article 9 allowed

the holder of such land to lease it for a period of 3 years , the

lease of which might be renewed . Article 11 , furthermore ,

granted full property rights to the holders of kharajiya land if

they erected a building , installed a saqiya , or planted trees on

it 5 .

The law of I858 , however did not give full right of

ownership of kharajiya land . This is because there was no right of

compensation if the land was expropriated by the state for public

purposes such as roads and canals . Moreover , there was no

provision allowed for this land to be endowed as waqf ^ . Thus the

right of property still belonged to the state , rather than to the

individual .

1 Artin , Right of Property , p. 62 ; Baer , Studies , p. 25
2 Artin
3

5
6

Artin
Artin
Artin

p. 62
p. 62
p. 62
p. 63

Landownership

Studies
Studies
Studies

» P
, P
» P

25
25
25

Studies , p. 25
P. 9
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With regard to Cushuriya land such as ib adiya and

jifliks # Clause 25 of the I858 land Law Explicitly stated that

" it was the full property of whoever received it .... and that
it

he might deal with it in every respect as a property owner . The

same clause also provided for its endowment as waqf ^
Thus f the principal purpose of Sa idslaw was to expand

the ownership rights of Egyptian landholders and to give their
2

property security and stability

Sa id also undertook reforms in land tax . In September

185^ » Sa^id issued a decree to impose the tithe or Cushr on

ib adiya and jiflik land , and in October of the same year it was

extended to usya land as well • All these lands which had previously
c *— — 3

been free of tax # were therefore known as ushuriya land

Sard's motive for levying Cushr on these land was to get

over some financial embarrassment . Sa id decided to impose ushr

on these large estates instead of heavier kharaj on the principle

that the greater part of ib adiya and jiflik owners were all great

personages , rich and honourable . Moreover , while passing this law
C W

to impose ushr , Sa~id gave the reason that such was the practice

in all countries f that everywhere the land had to pay a tax . Then
A

he added that this ushr should have to serve for the maintenance

of dikes and canals , for the costs of works already completed ,

and above all for the expense of works still to be executed ^ .

1 Artin f Right of Landed Property
2 Ibid , p 63
3 Ibid , pp. 100 , 102-3
k Ibid 9 p. 99
5 Ibid f pp. 100-1
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During Sa id's reign , there was also a reform of tax
Q

collection from the villages . During Muhammad Ali's rule the tax

was imposed on the village as a whole , and the local authorities

divided it among the various inhabitants , according to their means,

the shaykh al-balad being responsible for the collection of taxes

In 184-0 although there had been an accumulation of

considerable tax arrears , the government did not abolish the
0

communal liability but instead introduced the uhda system • The
0
uhda was based on the village as a unit •

This system had worked well enough under a system of

communal ownership and cultivation • However , under Sa id rapid

occurred in establishing private ownership

This led Sa id to abolish the principle of collective village

responsibility for tax payment , and subsequently taxes were to be
2

imposed on individuals

The principle of individual ownership

and individual taxation thus led to the new system of private owner¬

ship and responsibility .

Concerning the right of foreign nationals to acquire land

Sa id issued a law in 1861 , to authorize foreigners to possess

kharajl land in Egypt in order to establish cotton-ginning machinery
3 c—

on it • However , before Sa id's rule , it had become the practice
0

to grant land to foreigners • Since Muhammad Ali began to grant

1 Crouchley , Economic Development , p. 110 ; Baer , Studies , p. 22
2 Crouchley , Economic Development , p. 110 ; Baer , Studies , p. 26
3 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 63
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lands in Egypt he had in fact granted ib adiya land freely to
1 C-r

. Sa id , who wished to encourage economic activity on

the part of foreigners , passed a law in I858 which permitted

foreigners to compete in the purchase of kharaji lands abandoned by
2

their holders . The decree of 1861 was confirmed and enlarged by

the Imperial Law of I867 9 which authorized foreigners to possess

real property throughout all the Ottoman Empire except in the

Hijaz ^

l.iii Under IsmaCil

The

under Isma ilfs rule (1863-79)* In 1866 , Isma ll issued a decree

permitting the usufructuary holders of kharaji lands the right to

bequeath their land by will . On the other hand f the decree forbade

them to endow their land as waqf except with the Khedive fs permission^
Hitherto f the principal factors favourable to private

property had been the emergence of a market in land and the

development of cash crops . During the reign of Isma ll 9 the

increase in the national debt emerged to become a new factor in

changing the land tenure system . When he became Pasha , he had

already inherited a considerable debt amounting to L.E 16,000,000 .
5

Although Isma ll was under an obligation to reduce the national

wished instead to develop Egypt so as to make it "a corner

of Europe" . Therefore he carried out considerable reforms and in

1 Artin , Right of Landed of Property p2 Ibid , p. 63
3 Ibid , p. 64
^ Ibid , p.
5 Crouchley , Economic Development , p. 116
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doing so he naturally increased his expenditure . To meet his

financial difficulty , mainly as a result of his public works f

Ismail had to discover new sources of funds . Apart from his large-

scale borrowing , Ismail , in 1871 , passed a decree in order to

collect ready cash from tax-payers . According to the Muqabala Law

of 1871 9 anyone who paid six years' tax in advance at the existing

rate would be freed from half of his tax liability in future 9 and

in addition would received an absolute right of property in his

land ^ . On Nay 187** the Muqabala payment was made compulsory after
2

a reluctant response from the tax-payers • The financial scheme

not having produced the results expected of it f the law of Muqabala

was repealed on 7 May 1876 , re-enacted on 18 November of the same

year f and finally abrogated by the decree of 6 January 1880 . The

Liquidation Law that followed on 17 July 1880 regularised tax
- 3

payments andproblems arising out of the Muqabala Law and its repeal

wm

Thus to meet his financial liabilities Isma il was forced

to sell the raqaba of kharajiya land to tasarruf holders . In this

way the greater part of the land came under full private ownership .

Despite its repeal , the decree of 6 January 1880 recognized full

ownership rights over land for which the Muqabala payment had been
U

fully or partially paid . Moreover Clause 23 of the Law on

Agricultural Councils (31 December 1871) provided for compensation

payments to kharajiya owners who had paid muqabala and whose land
0

1 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 66
2 Baer , Landownership , p. 10
3 Artin , p. 67 ; Baer , Landownership , p. 11
^ Artin , p. 67
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1 r\

had. been requisitioned . Furthermore in September 1880 , the

Ministerial Council decided to give owners of such land hujaj (deeds)
ft

2
substantiating their right to absolute ownership

—*

The owners of ib adiya and jiflik also had to pay the

dues of the muqabala , although they were recognized by Sard's Land

Law of 1858 as having full ownership • It is a fact that more than

30 years previously the owners of such land had been granted absolute

right of property .However , they thought that it was necessary for

them to submit to the conditions laid down in the Muqabala Law ,not

only to lighten their taxes f but also to acquire another title to

the full right of property they held ^ . The Muqabala Law of 1871

also authorized the owners of usya land to pay the muqabala . By

making the stipulated payments they could enjoy the advantages of

the full right of property in the land as well as other financial
Zf

advantages accorded by the law

Therefore , taxed lands , whether taxed with ushr or with

kharaj , having wholly or partially paid the muqabala became the

absolute real property of the owners , Egyptians or foreigners

Muslims or Christians . The only difference between °ushuriya lands

and kharajiya lands was that the latter could not be made waqf

without the Khedive's permission according to Article 6 of the

Muqabala Law ^ .

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 11
2 Ibid , p. 11
3 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 58
^ Ibid , pp. 55-6
5 Ibid , p. 70
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The Khedive , "by the Muqabala Law , promised to reduce , for

ever by one-half , the rate of tax on lands for which the tax-payers

were willing to pay 6 years of the existing tax in one sum and in

advance . Tne payment might also be made by fixed yearly instalments ,

in which case the reduction in the rate of tax had to follow a scale
%

proportionate to the payments . But the majority of kharajiya holders

did not avail themselves of the advantageous offers made partly

because it was not possible for them to find the necessary funds for

making the advances required by the law • But later in 187^ 9 this

law became compulsory . On May 7 > I876 f the Muqabala Law was

repealed and re-enacted on November f 1876 • After this date , the

reduction in the rate of tax for paying a fixed annual instalment
2

was abolished •

Finally , on 6 January 1880 , and on 17 July 1880 f the

Muqabala Law was definitely abrogated and the taxes were put "tack to

their rates for the year 1871 t the period before the promulgation
3 -of this law • Anyone who had paid muqabala wholly or partially gained

Zf
only yearly tax-reductions as in the Liquidation Law . Because of

great difficulty in adjusting the muqabala accounts f it was terminated

in 1883 • However # for the land for which the muqabala had "been paid f

a yearly relief of taxation equal to one and a half per cent on the

capital paid in would "be allowed

1 Artin 9 Right of Landed Property f pp. 96-7
2 Ibid , p. 97
3 Ibid # p. 97
4 Ibid , p. 97
5 Ibid , p. 98
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1 . iv Under the British Occupation

Before the British occupied the country , a long

complicated development in the land tenure system had "been nearly

completed . The government was compelled to grant full ownership

right of the land in order to meet its financial difficulty . Just

before the British occupied the country , a regulation of l*f October

1880 was issued providing for the registration of all uncultivated

state land made over to individuals as their full private property ,

subject only to the kharaj tax ^ . State land administered by the

Administration of State Domains and the Da'ira Saniya Company was

also subject to muqabala payment . Anyone who purchased land would

enjoy full private property right after he had paid the muqabala or

2
otherwise he possessed usufruct rights only

Therefore , during the British Occupation , as a result of

the Muqabala Law , most landowners possessed full right of ownership
9

over the land , except the owners of kharajiya who had not paid the

muqabala . However , there still remained a small difference between

kharajiya and cushuriya land : the latter could be endowed as waqf

without the Khedive's permission . A decree of 15 April 1891 gave

full right of ownership to owners of kharajiya who had not paid the
3

muqabala . Then on 26 April 1893 , the Mixed Court of Appeal in

Alexand ria pronounced that the Khedive's permission to endow

kharajiya as waqf was not required by law , since it was held in

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 11
2 Ibid t p. 11
3 Ibid , p. 12
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full ownership . Shortly afterwards a decree of 3 September 1896

classed kharajiya together with mulk (real estate) in regard to

which private individuals held full ownership right ^ .

At the same time a start was made on the eliminating of

the differences in tax assessments between kharajiya and Cushuriya
land . However the abolition of the distinctions and the equalization

of tax burdens could not be undertaken until a new land survey had

2
been made . This survey was completed in 1907 . Since then the

new and equal rate went into effect and the remaining distinctions
c ^

between kharaj and ushr land were abolished .

In summary , the evolution of land tenure in nineteenth

century Sfeypt is the story of the emergence of private property in

land , replacing the communal forms of land tenure . The process of
%

transformation in land tenure will help us to trace the distribution
%

of landed property in Egypt , and it will be discussed in Chapter 2 .

However it is not sufficient simply to describe the process without

examining the forces which lay behind it . The relationship between

the Egyptian economy and its land tenure will be traced in Chapter 4.

It will help us to place the evolution of land tenure in relation to

outstanding economic transformations in nineteenth century Egypt .

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 12
2 H.G Lyons , The Cadastral Survey of Egypt (1908) , pp. 1-9
3 R.L.Tignor . Modernization and British Colonial Rule in Egypt ,

1882-191^ (Princeton , 1966) , p. 108
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Chapter 2

Distribution of Landed Property

In Chapter 1 we have seen the evolution of the land tenure

system in nineteenth century Egypt . By the end of that century ,all

types of land in Egypt either kharajiya or Cushuriya were legitimately

in full ownership . In general kharajiya were small lands owned by
Q mam ^

the peasants , wheareas ushuriya were large estates owned mainly "by

the rulers f high officials and others . Throughout the 19th century

considerable changes took place in the distribution of landed

property . The peasants began to lose their lands and this led to an

increase in the size of large estates . These changes will dominate

the discussion in this chapter •

%

2.i Fellah or small-scale land «

—» Q
After abolishing the iltizam system , Muhammad Ali

distributed land among its cultivators . Land was divided into

three grades according to its fertility ; and every villager

received a strip of each grade , making up a holding of 3 to 5

feddans . Although these holdings were inscribed in the names of

the holders , the rights of ownership were not granted . The holders

had only the right of usufruct and khaiaj tax was imposed on these

lands .

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 13
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c •

During Muhammad Ali's rule , the peasants did not receive

full ownership or inheritance rights over land • Apart from this

insecure position over their land there"were many factors which

forced them to lose their land .

First of all , there were the agricultural regulations

which laid down instructions in every aspect of production as codified in

the La'ihat ZiraCat al-fallah . Not only were the peasants forced
• •

to deliver crops at fixed prices and to be paid in credit , but

also , they had to bear the costs of transporting the produce to

the central government depot , where it was evaluated by government

agents who often cheated the peasants .

Moreover , the peasants were subject to the corvee or

military conscription • It was the fact that the corvee had existed

for centuries as a means of maintaining the dykes and canals of the

basin system . However , villagers worked to maintain the irrigation
2

works of their own area • But 9 under Muhammad Ali 9 peasants .

i •

were forced to work far from their home • They were supervised by
3soldiers , particularly in the case of reluctant peasants

The oppression of the corvee was only secondary to that of
• • c

military conscription . Under Muhammad Ali the peasants were drafted

into the army .

1 Rivlin f Agricultural Policy fp.l39
2 A. Richards 9 " Accumulation f Distribution and Technical Change

in Egyptian Agriculture 9 1800-19^0 " # PhD Thesis 9 University
of Wisconsin-Madison 9 1975 $ P» ^3

3 A.E Crouchley 9 A Century of Economic Development 9 1837-1937
L'Egypte Contemporaine , 30 » 1939 » p.l*t5
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Among other things , the peasants responded to these

measures by simply fleeing from their village . About 2f000 families

went to Syria with their flocks where they were granted refuge by

Muhammad CAli"s enemy , CAbd Allah of Akkah • They also fled to

distant villages f to swamps , to bedouin tribes , to the larger

towns and cities , especially Alexandria f According to Rivlin ,

in 1831 , 25 per cent of the cultivable land in Upper Egypt was

2
lying fallow because of the labour shortage

Flight from land was also a result of the increasing tax
Q

burden • In the reign of Muhammad Ali taxes constantly increased •

3
There were increases in 1820 , '3^ » '39 » and '^4 . This led to

a large-scale exodus of whole families from a great number of

villages . Bowring states that cases of abandonment by the fellahin

were frequent , and the abandoned land was distributed by the

government to new applicants

0

The steady rise in the tax rates and their heavy incidence
C mm

fell on the fellahin . Although Abbas reduced the size of the army,

conscription continued with the result that many villagers sometimes

left and fled to the hills as in the area near Luxor recorded by the

British traveller Bayle St. John ^ • When cAbbas abolished the cuhda
in I85O , he demanded tax payment from the peasants ^ , in addition

1 A.Richards , Accumulation , p. 46
2 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , pp. 204-5
3 R.Tignor , Modernization , p. 106
4 Baer , Landownership , pp. 28-9
5 A.Richards , Accumulation , 72
6 Baer , Landownership , p. 29
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%

to the increase in taxation in I852 ^ . Consequently , as a result

of Abbas' measures , in 1854- large areas in Buhaira were abandoned

try the fellahin , and in 1855 a"t least 46,866 feddans were

abandoned in Sharqiya and Daqahliya ^ ,

Sard's increase in tax also led to mass flights . In 1856

for example , he reclassified taxes on kharajiya land . As a result

the new tax was raised on medium and low quality land from one-

quarter to one-third of the harvest . Ibis led many fellahin to

request permission to leave their holdings , which was generally
3 ct

granted . Sa id then limited the peasants' rights of return to the

land and sold the raqaba or title of the land to officials and to
4

foreigners

Although the right of property was extended by SaCid's
%

Land Law of 1858 , it does not mean that the peasants' situation

was improved . Under Ismail , tax on kharajiya was still increased

in order to fulfill his financial need . On 17th December 1864 , a

new classification and assessment were introduced , raising the

liability on medium and low quality land from one-third of the

harvest to almost one-half 5 , As the cotton boom collapsed , taxes

were increased in 1868 , 1870 and I87I ^ • In 1868 for example , the

British Consul at Alexandria reported that the peasants were paying

$

1 R.Tignor , Modernization , p. 106
2 Artin 9 Right of Landed Property , p. I89
3 Baer f Landownership , p. 29
4 Baer , Landownership , p. 30 ; Artin , pp. I89-9O
5 Baer , Landownership 9 p. 30 ; Artin f p. 92
6 R.Tignor , Modernization f p. 106
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70 % more in taxes than in 1865

by a decree in 1865 > it continued

contributed to peasant land loss .

. Although flight was forbidden
2

to take place . This undoubtedly

In the situation where fellahin did not actually abandon

their land , the tax burden often led them to lose their land . Under

Isma il in particular , there were many cases of confiscation of
3

land for the non-payment of taxes
9

Fellah debts also contributed to the changes in

distribution of small-scale land . This happened under Isma ll's

rule . During the cotton boom , prices rose considerably . These

price incentives led fellahin to increase their crops and at the

same time they used the income to pay taxes .

Wallace mentions that ,

"The fellahin being hard pressed for money , took to
raising as much of it (cotton) as possible , regardless
of the fact that overcropping might in a few years
impoverish the soil as the overcropping did not
suffice to provide all the money which the peasants
required for the payment of their taxes and other
purposes , and as the influx of Europeans and European
institutions furnished new means of easily borrowing
money on land and other securities , the peasants
gradually sank into a state of indebtedness from which
a very large section of them can never hope to extricate
themselves ." ^

These loans , incurred during the boom , proved burdensome later .

When the cotton boom ended and was followed by the rise in taxation,

there were widespread bankruptcies among the fellahin and many sales

of land .

1 Owen , cotton , pp. 1^4-5
2 Baer , Landownerhip , p. 30
3 Ibid , p. 31
k D.M Wallace , Egypt and The Egyptian , (London , 1883) » pp. 336-7
5 Ibid , pp. 183-6 , 276-7 , 322
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This form of land loss continued and accelerated during

the 1870s , especially after the establishment of Mixed Courts in

1875 • Between 1878 and 1882 the problem became acute when there

were drought and floods . Sequestrations of fellah land by the

government for non-payment of taxes and foreclosures by money¬

lenders reached considerable proportions'* .

Land sales continued in order to redeem old debt in the

1880s , particularly after the cattle plague of 1883 and the price

collapse of 1884 ^ .

Expropriations registered in the Mixed Courts were

numerous . In 1883 they were 22,000 feddans , in 1884 17,828 ,

18,148 in 1885 , and 12,969 in 1886 3 .

To sum up , there was very slow progress in recognizing
%

the property in land of the fellahin . But when their rights were

extended under Sa id and confirmed under Isma ll in 1871 , changes

still took place in the fellahin's land . Before their security on

the land was extended , they were already losing their land .

Peasants lost their land because they fled as a result of corvee

and military conscription , and found their land owned by someone

else if they managed to return . They also lost their land when

they failed to pay taxes or debts . In the case of abandoned land ,

under Sa id , it became the practice of the government to grant or

sell it to large landowners . From 1858 all abandoned land was sold

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 37
2 Ibid , p. 37
3 Ibid , p. 37



to dhawat (high officials) , Europeans , or ahali (natives)

In the case of non-payment of taxes , land went to the government

or to the rulers , but in the case of failure to pay debts , land

went to money-lenders . Thus , much of the peasants' land went to

swell the size of large landowners properties . The table below

indicates that the peasant holders of kharajiya land lost some

300,000 feddans to the large Cushuriya holders from 1863 to 1880 .

TABLE 1

Ushuriya and Kharajiya Land , 1863 - 1880

CUshuriya Kharajiya

feddans ^ feddans %
1863 636,177 14.5 3,759,129 85.5
1875 1,194,288 26.0 3,509,168 74.0
1880 1,294,343 27.4 3,425,555 72.6

source : Baer , A History of Landownership in Modern Egypt , p. 20 ;
Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 219

1 Artin , Right of Landed Property , pp. 189-90
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2 . ii Large-scale"property

c
Muhammad Ali's attempts to concentrate all power in his

own hands finally failed . Since so much land had been abandoned by

the peasants the government revenues began to decline . Moreover he

was under pressure from foreign powers to accept the Anglo-Turkish

Convention of I838 and abolish his monopolies • Consequently ,

c • • • •

Muhammad Ali made increasing numbers of grants of land to high

officials 9 army officers 9 members of his own family 9 foreigners

and others 1 .

These grants formed the basis of large estates • These

went "by the names of: ib adiya , grants to high officils and others ;

c
jiflik f grants to the rulers and their family ; and uhda 9 grants

to high officials^army officers and others .

%

a - The rulers and their family

One of the reasons why the formation of large estates

took place in nineteenth century Egypt was that the Pasha was at one

and at the same time owner of all state property and a private

landowner . It was the fact that until 1878 there was no clear

demarcation line between the state's and the ruler's property 2 .

Hence , the ruler could confiscate state land as he saw fit and make

it his own . This is how the ruling family became the largest

landowners in the country .
M

1 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p.64
2 A. Scholch , Egypt for the Egyptians (London , 1981) p. 18
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0
Muhammad Ali , after the abolition of the iltizam system,

had appropriated for himself and his family large areas of state land,

mainly uncultivated land not included in the cadastral survey , and

also villages abandoned by peasants because of oppressive taxation

and frequent recruitment for the army and the corvee • These estates

were known as jifliks and exempt from taxation ^ •

mm mp Q
Prince Ibrahim , son of Prince Ahmad Rif at , in 1882 ,

told Mr. Rowsell f the administrator of the state domain f that the

Sultan allowed Muhammad CAli to appropriate 150,000 feddans as jifliks.
4 •

p
He was said to have assigned 30,000 feddans to each of his sons

In 184.5 the various members of the dynasty owned 677,000 feddans
3

between them .

Between 1847-8 and 1870-1 , areas of jifliks owned by some

4of the rulers and their family were recorded as follows ,

Sa id 46,615
Hailm 4l, 448
Ahmad Yakan 33,438
Mustafa Fadil 20,702
Ahmad RifCat 19,876
Ibrahim Yakan 11,006
CAbbas 7,013

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 18
2 A. Scholch , Egypt , p. 19
3 Baer , Landownership , p.
4 A. Scholch , Egypt , p. 19
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At the death of his father , Isma ll owned only about

15,000 feddans . But by I878 , he and his family held 917,046

feddans , 1/5 of the cultivated land , excluding the awqaf land ,

about half of which was registered in his own name . First , he

had been allowed by the Sultan to take as his own private property

90,000 feddans of uncultivated land , "but he had in fact taken from

Turkish officials property already cultivated , giving them in
2

exchange uncultivated land

After the change in the order of succession which was
mm Q«i

previously based on seniority , Isma il exiled the two princes who

according to the old system had been first in the line of succession;

his brother Mustafa Fadil , and his uncle CAbd al-Halim; because they
9 tr • •

allegedly hatched a plot to over-throw him . This was followed by

his taking over the major part of their landed property , 20,702 and

I f ^ 1Qy41,448 feddans respectively . In 1876 Isma il appropriated the
mm

property of the Mufattish , Isma il S a diq , who was murdered on his
4 >o>

order and left behind as much as 30,000 feddans . Isma il's vast

sugar-cane plantations in Middle and Upper Egypt were acquired

primarily through the appropriation of fellahin land ^ , Ihe large

estates of Isma0!! and the ruling family were in two categories ^ :

1 Schdlch , %ypt , p. 19
2 Ibid , p. 19
3 Ibid , p. 19
4 Ibid , pp. 19-20
5 Ibid , p. 20
6 Baer , Landownership , pp. 4l-2
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a) Da'ira Sanrya and Da'ira Khassa
f ft

In 1877 Da'ira Sanlya land amounted to ^3^$975 feddans and Da'ira

Khassa 50,156 which gave a total of ^85»131 feddans . In 1880 ,
4 4

Da'ira Saniya land ( together with Da'ira Khassa ) amounted to
* f

503,699 feddans .

b) Domain Land .

The amount of Domain Land was ^-25,729 feddans .

However , this amount does not include the extensive awqaf

established by members of the ruling family particularly in the

second half of the 19th century .

b The Dhawat (High Officials)

Before the intervention of the European powers , the ruling
%

elite was composed of an overwhelming majority of Turco-Circassians .

Q
After the massacre of the Mamluks in 1811 , Muhammad Ali had a large

number of subordinates under him to carry out his orders . These men

were Turks (i.e they spoke Turkish ; many were Muslim Albanians or

Circassians) . Until 1825 all government officials above the rank of

shaykh al-balad were Turks , with the exception of fiscal officers

who continued to be Copts . All the army officers were also Turks ,

The members of this privileged ruling class were generally called

'dhawat'. Second only to members of the royal family , they

made up the most conspicuous land-owning groups in the country .

They had achieved this mainly through their officers , above all

1 A.Richards , Accumulation , p. ^+7
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through gifts of land from the rulers .

c •

From 1829 , Muhammad Ali started handing over uncultivated

land excluded from the cadastral survey , called ib adiya, to dhawat,

on condition that they cultivated it . To encourage them f they had
"] Q

to pay no tax . From 1840 , Muhammad Ali forced wealthy officials

and officers to pay tax arrears of the villages which had been

abandoned because of frequent conscription and oppressive taxation •

They had also to accept future responsibility for taxation 9

receiving in exchange f free of tax f part of the village land f

c 2
called uhda f which could be cultivated with corvee labour . Apart

^ M 0
from ib^adiya and uhda , many officials also received on retirement

land , called usya , instead of a pension .

mgm 0 mm
These grants ib adiya , uhda and usya were the main

sources of dhawat landed property in Egypt •

0
Under Muhammad Ali , no definite figures are availabe

of how much ib adiya land was granted to dhawat . The law of 1842

allowed the sale or transfer of ib adiya land . This was the first

sort of land to gain such status and undoubtedly was the basis for

full private property .

c c • •

The exact extent of uhda taken under Muhammad Ali is

also not known . According to one set of figures , they covered

more than 1,200,000 feddans , of which only about 100,000 feddans
3 c

were in Upper Egypt . Under Muhammad Ali , Mustafa Bahjat Pasha

1 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 56
2 Ibid , pp. 80-1
3 Baer , Landownership , p. 14
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received an ^uhda of two villages of lf800 feddans in all ^
0

Many such land grants were made by Muhammad Ali and
C "*r

his successors , although Abbas put a temporary end to the granting
Q

adTya . Moreover , he abolished the uhda which however
2

affected only three-quarters or two-thirds of them . Nevertheless,
T C

Sibirbai improved by Muhammad Ali were

0 3divided among Abbas1s closest advisers :

Ibrahim Mhem Pasha 850
Salih Pasha
# •

Khurshxd Pasha

Hamza Pasha

350

350

350

Under Isma'il , the practice of granting ibCadiya was

continued . Ihe distribution of ib adiya took place either on

special occasions , in graded lots to groups of officers or to

individuals in recognition of personal services , or without any

4
particular reason as a sign of the Khedive's favour . Shortly

after he came to power , Isma ll attempted to win the loyalty of

the Officer Corps by distributing at a military parade 500 feddans

of unregistered land in the provinces of Gharbiya and Minufiya to

general , 200 to each colonel , and 150 to each lieutenent-colonel -

When Isma xl was abroad in 1869-70 , Crown Prince Ihwfiq , acting as

regent , distributed 15,000 feddans of neglected and abandoned land

to government officials ^ . In the list of Isma'il's land grants

1 Baer , Landownership ,

2 Ibid , p. 14
3 Ibid , p. 46
4 Schblch , Efeypt , p. 26
5 Ibid , p. 26
6 Ibid , pp. 26-7
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which appeared in 195^ after the decree confiscating the property

of the royal family , a group of high officials had received 1,000

feddans or more ^ . Ismail Raghib received an estate of this size
C T

three times ; Ahmad Rashid , Ahmad Tal at , Muhammad Sharif ,
• • 9 •

—i rnmQwm y C ~ ™
Muhammad Hafiz , Isma ll Sadiq , and Ali Dhu al-Fiqar received

2
estates of this size at least once

The palace kept detailed registers of the landed property

of the dhawat • It appeared that 1^5 persons owned over 500 feddans,

among them kZ owned over 1,800 feddans • Here are some of the best

3known names appearing in the list

Isma ll Raghib 7,061
CArif Eahmi 6,561
Sulaiman al-Faransawi 4, 080
Isma0!! S a diq

•
4,024

Muhammad Hafiz
0 # #

3,807
CAli Dhu al-Fiqar 3,689
Hasan Rasim
m

2,763
Muhammad SHakir 2,736
Ahmad Rashid 2,728
Muhammad Sharif

A
2,507

w

Isma ll Abu Jabal 2,491
Muhammad Mazhar

0 0

2,322
~ w

Nubar Pasha 2,193
Ahmad al—Daramalii

m
2,186

Muhammad Fadil
0 0

2,168
Q

Ahmad Ta.1 at
m m

2,128
w w

cAbd al-Latif
#

2,050
Shahin Ihsha 2,101

1 Baer , Landownership , p. ^6
2 Scholch , Egypt , p. 27
3 Ibid , p. 27
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CAbd Allah CIzzat 1,980
Muhammad Sultan

m M

1,903
w w

Muhammad Thabit
A

1,600
•

CAbd al-Q^dir 1,574
RifaCa al-lkhtawi

A m

1,546
w w

Abu Bakr Hatib 1,316
c —
Abd al-Rahman Rushdi

A

1,303
w

Musa al- Aqqad 1,249
Muhammad Khusraw

#

1,200

Mustafa Riyad
• • •

1,119

Muhammad Ratib
m

1,100
w

Muhammad al-Minshawi 1,030
w

Q^sim Pasha 1,000

Ihese figures refer to 1870 when the last entries were

made in the register . However , a number of dhawat in a later

period increased their property . Mahmud Sami who was to become
%

Prime Minister , possessed according to the list only 150 feddans ,

but by 1882 his estates had increased to 1,70.5 feddans . Muhammad

Sultan by 1882 had enlarged his estates to 13,000 feddans ^ .

In 1882 , according to Cromer , the English found a body of

Turko-Egyptians who occupied the principal places under Government ;

2
who were the chief landowners in the country .

Thus , granting of ib^diya land undoubtedly led to the
• M C • •

formation of large estates owned Ty the dhawat • Uhda similarly

added to that • Undoubtedly the Cuhda provided a basis for the
c c

formation of large estates in that muta ahhid or uhda

1 Scholch , Egypt , p. 28
2 Cromer , Modern Egypt , ii (London , 1908) , p. 171
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holders f in exchange , received a parcel of land f sometimes as

c 1 c —
much as half of the uhda , and tax free , Moreover , when Abbas

c • •

abolished the uhda , he granted full ownership rights to some of
C 2 or C

the uhda holders . Under Isma ll , new uhda were created . When

the tax arrears accumulated , Ismail was ready to give full
c • •

ownership rights to the uhda holders in return for their financial

liabilities ^ .

c - Shaykh al-Balad

Q
Initially , Muhammad Ali's policy weakened the economic

position of the village shaykh or headman . A tax was imposed on

their masmuh lands as early as 1807 . The abolition of iltizam after
*

1814 eliminated the source of most of the payments from which the
4

village shaykh had benefitted c Along with this , the rizaq

ahbasiya lands were confiscated in the years 1812 to 1814 ,depriving

the village shaykh of an important source of income ^ , However 9

c
when Muhammad Ali expanded the civil and military bureaucracy ,

X

he needed manpower to fill the posts he created . Thus he needed

some native Egyptians to supplement his Turko-Egyptian class ^ ,

In this way the position of the village shaykh improved during
0

Muhammad Ali*s rule •

1 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 81
2 Baer , Landownership , pp. 15-16
3 Ibid , p. 16
k Baer , Studies , p.^7
5 Ibid , p. 48
6 Scholch , Egypt , p. 51
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c • f

Since under Muhammad Ali the fellahin's holdings were

not yet inheritance , it was up to the village shaykh to decide who

would get the land of the villagers who died . The village shaykh
1 c —

also responsible for tax assessment and collection • Under Abbas,

the village shaykh was granted an additional function , recruiting
2fellahin for the army and public works • These put them in an

ideal position as intermediaries between the government and the

peasant •

c
Apart from their masmuh land given by Muhammad Ali and

• •

tax-free , the village shaykhs also succeeded in taking over a

considerable part of the lands of fellahin who were drafted by
C /

Muhammad Ali for the corvee and the army and did not return to
3 c

to their villages . Under Abbas , with the new authority to draft

the fellahin for labour and army , the village shaykhs continued to
L

get land which peasants abandoned when they fled . The village

shaykhs also used their power to supervise the transfer of land when

a fellah died without heirs to defraud peasants and aggrandize their
5

own fortune .
%

Qip
Sa id attempted to weaken the power of the village shaykhs t

although with limited success , by reducing their authority in land

distribution and in taxation . In 1855 land transfers were taken out

of their hands and put into the hands of the mudirs . The law of I858

1 Baer , Studies , p. 4-7
2 Ibid , p. 40
3 Ibid , p. 48
4 Richards , Accumulation , p. 70
5 Ibid , p. 70



which secured inheritance of usufructuary rights on peasant land

undermined the shaykhs'power to redistribute land . The abolition

of collective taxation reduced some of their power in tax affairs .

Finally , Sa^d extended conscription to include the shaykhs * sons ,

who had previously been exempt .

However , under Isma0!! , the village shaykhs attained

the peak of their power in the country . They were given the

authority of land classification and tax assessment and this enabled

them to derive great economic advantages for themselves . They also

made loans to the fellahin . In consequence , the fellahin who could
p

not pay their debts forfeited their property to the village shaykhs .

Thus , from the time of Ismail , the functions of the village

shaykhs were expanded as the state undertook new projects . Along

with the agricultural development and the rise of private property ,

the village shaykhs increased their wealth through their power and

at the expense of peasants . As a result of their power , the village

shaykhs accumulated considerable wealth and lands , although not so

much as the Turko-Egyptians . It was estimated that the dhawat held

estates of between 1,500 and 2,500 feddans ,whereas large estates of

the shaykhs were between 800 and 1,000 ^ . Among the village shaykhs

or cumda (from the second half of the nineteenth century , the term

cumda was used for the village shaykh) who owned 1,000 feddans were:^

1 Baer , Studies , p. 56
2 Ibid , p. 50
3 Baer , Landownership , p. 5^
4 Ibid , p. 54
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C C "" — x / \
Muhammad Umar - umda of Abu Khirash near Shubrakhit (Buhaira)
Ahmad SaCduh -Cumda of Baaawai (Daqahliya)
CAbd al-^l al-Dirwi-Cumda of Dirwa (Asyut)
Muhammad Mansi -Cumda of Tamiya (Fayyum)

• •

Some owned as much as 2,000 feddans and more . They were the family

of al-Shaniawili f at Shandawil (Girga) f and Muhammad ibn Sabli at

Farshut (Qeria) . In some areas such as the Barari in the Northen
©

Delta , some shaykhs held as much as J,000 feddans and more ^ , but

these were exceptional cases .

2 . iii Changes in the Distribution of Landed Property

As we have seen , at the beginning of the nineteenth

century a re-distribution of landed property in Egypt occurred . A

considerable amount of small properties owned by peasants then

gradually disappeared and a class of landless peasants began to

form . Similarly , large estates which were formed at the beginning

of the nineteenth century underwent changes . Some large landowners

lost their property ; some increased theirs at the expense of other

people ; and medium-sized properties were formed .

a. - Fellah land

At the beginning of the nineteenth century , peasants were

given holdings of land from 3 to 5 feddans with the right of

usufruct . These holdings , as we have seen gradually became the

peasants' private property , particularly during and after the 1870s.

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 5^
2 Wallace , Egypt , pp. 17-18 , 20-21
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However , considerable amounts of peasants* holdings gradually-

disappeared before they legitimately became the peasants* private

property . It was estimated that the amount lost in this way came to

over 300,000 feddans , mainly as a result of military and labour

conscription and increasing taxation .

Thus towards the close of the nineteenth century , Egypt

faced the emergence of a class of landless peasants . By the 1870s ,

landless peasants may have included about a third of the rural

population According to Wallace , in some villages the landless
2

were in a majority. By 1917 they accounted for 53 I>er cent of the

population in Upper Egypt , ^0 per cent of that in Middle Egypt ,

3
and 36 per cent in the Delta .

Apart from the emergence of the landless peasant , there

was also a tendency for small property to break up into even smaller •

In 1907 for instance , there were 1,323,313 feddans owned by 1,120,791

peasants , thus the average size was only 1.6 feddan • In 1907 ,

there were 1,700,000 rural families . With the steady rise in

population the effect of the unusual distribution of ownership grew

worse . By 1913 the land held in properties of under five feddan

had increased by only 95,6^-6 feddans , owned by an extra 290,^-67

peasants Thus , the average size of such plots had shrank to just

over one feddan • The Islamic Law of inheritance added to that

situation . However , the fragmentation of fellah land was' affected

1 Owen , cotton , p. I^f8
2 Wallace , Egypt , p. 232
3 Owen , cotton , p. 2^-0
4 Ibid , p. 2^-0
5 Ibid , p. 2^-0



by the Muslim law of inheritance only in the last years of the

nineteenth century , although it was applied to kharajiya land as

early as 1858 But it was increasing towards the turn of that

century .

b - large estates

In the course of the nineteenth century f large estates

also underwent changes in their distribution . One of the reasons

affecting this change was the Islamic Law of inheritance • The large

estates fragmented even more than the fellah's land f at least until
2 -

after 1881 • Mubarak mentions a number of families founded by

large landed proprietors at the beginning of the century f each of

whose members held very little land indeed at the end of it • One

high official's great-grandfather , for instance , had held over

600 feddans, but owing to the family fragmenting and its members

quarrelling among themselves , he himself remained with no more than

sixty

Consequently , the fragmentation of large estates led to

the formation of medium landed property (5-50 feddans) . By the end

of the century , in 189^- , medium-sized property (5-50 feddans)

occupied 37-7 per cent of the land in private ownership .

1 Baer , Landownership , pp. 38-9
2 Ibid , p. 39
3 Ibid , p. 26
^ Owen , cotton , p. 239
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Apart from fragmentation , the power of the central

government made the tenure of property insecure for the Turko-

Egyptians . Because officials got their land through politics and

the favour of the Viceroy , they could lose them in the same way „

Sa^d destroyed some of the fortunes of the grantees who had been
C — 1 Qf* # ~

favoured by Abbas , Under Isma ll the most striking example is

that of Isma ll Pasha Sadiq , known as Isma ll al-Mufattish , the

khedive's Minister of Finance in 1868-73 and 1873-6 • While in office

he.;owned some 1,200 feddans near Damanhur (Buhaira) , a vast estate

at Sibirbai , an ib^diya at Disuq (Buhaira) , and large areas

throughout Lower Egypt . When he was dismissed in 1876 and murdered .

on the khedive's instructions , all his property was confiscated
2

except for land which he had endowed as waqf . Another similar case

was the confiscation of the property of the leaders of the cUrabi
C mm mm ^5

revolt , including Ahmad Urabi Ba,sha himself who owned 877 feddans •
©

%

It was really only with the British occupation and administration
Ll

that all land could be considered entirely free from confiscation .

A consequence of British tax reforms , as well as of other

policies , was the reduction in the power of the shaykhs . Tax

assessment was removed from their hands . Instead they were now

incharge of the census , of the supervision of canals , and were

required to report on a wide variety of matters . After this the

J

1 Richards , Accumulation , p.e67
2 Baer , Landownership , p. 26
3 Ibid , pp. 26-7
4 Richards , Accumulation , p. 67
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office of shaykh was no longer as profitable as it had been before .

Moreover , their holdings were subject to the Muslim Law of

inheritance . This undoubtedly led to the formation of medium-sized

property , 5 "to 50 feddans .

Estates belonging to the royal family also underwent

changes , particularly after the bankruptcy of IsmaCil and the

Egyptian government in 1878 . On 26 October 1878 Ismail relinquished

his family1 s right over 4-25,729 feddans of land in favour of the

state in order to provide security for a loan of £8.5 million from

Messrs. Rothschild Between 1879 a^d 1900 , 251,012 feddans were

sold to meet payments on the loan .. Because the land was sold by

public auction , a great amount of it went to new large landowners .

Thus , part of the great estates of the royal family passed into
2

the hands of new large landowners .

In short , the trend of unequal distribution of ownership

still continued , with the proportion of land held in large properties

increasing from 42.5 per cent in 1894 to 44.2 per cent in 1913 ^ On

the other hand , the growth of rural population ensured that although

the total amount of land held in small properties expanded slightly,

the average size of such plots fell from just under 1.5 feddans in
4

1900 to only 1 feddan in 1913 • There was also a significant

increase in the number of families without any land at all .

1 Baer , Landownership , pp. 27-8
2 Ibid , p. 28
3 Owen , Middle East , p. 217
4 Ibid , pp. 217-8
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The table below indicates the distribution of landed

property between 1897 and 1913 •

TABLE 1
The distribution of Egypt1s agricultural land in properties

of various sizes f 1897 - 1913

Feddan
No. of
props

Total area No.of Total area No.of
(feddan) props (feddan) props

Total area

(feddan)

under
644-

1-5
^3 815,930 1,11*5.978

9^2,530

1*68,628

1*05,595

013,361*

5 - 50 li+i* 1,813,868 139 1,735,571 132,59** 1,633,^13

over 50 12,181* 2,227,7**0 11,952 2,215,882 12,558 2,1*20,558

source : Owen , Hie Middle East in the World Economy , p 218 .

In general , the distribution of landed property is the

story of how a large number of peasants lost their land and how the

new groups of large landowners increased their property . However ,

it should not stop here . The differences in responding to the

development of the agrarian economy between these two groups will

help us to understand the transformation of the social relations of

production .
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Chapter 3

Development in the Agrarian Economy

Throughout the nineteenth century f a transformation

occurred in the Egyptian economy f which was dominated ty agriculture.

At the centre of this transformation stood cotton f which put Egypt

as an exporter of a major raw material in the world capitalist

economy • The process wherety cotton was grown on a large scale and

Egypt became a major cotton exporter and how it stimulated the

development in public works will be traced in this chapter •

3 - i ; Cotton

Q
It has been said that Muhammad Ali , faced with the need

to find money for his own army , undertook a comprehensive reform

between 1812 and 1814 . After he abolished the iltizam f along with

the confiscation of rizaq ahtiasiya f he secured the income from

taxation coming into the government treasury .

c f

Muhammad Alifs second source of revenue was the income

from the export of agricultural products . He was able to make large

profits by selling Egyptian cereals to the British armies fighting

the French during the Napoleonic wars and then to Britain and the

continent in the immediate post-war food shortage 1 This was

followed by an increasing degree of state control , culminating in

1811 in his prohibition of private trade in grain , ensuring for

1 Owen , Middle East , p. 65
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himself the monopoly of the collection and the foreign sale of the

entire Upper Egyptian cereal crop . Other agricultural monopolies

followed . In 1812 it was,rice production in the Delta 9 in 1815

sugar in Upper Egypt , and in 1816 the system was extended to cover

most of the country's cash crops including sesame f indigo , short -

staple cotton and hemp , as well as wheat , "barley and beans •

Q
Unlike all his predecessors , Muhammad Ali was quick to

see that the revenues could be further increased by efforts designed
2

to develop the country's agricultural wealth . For that reason he

introduced the cultivation of long-staple cotton in the country . The

first development of long-staple cotton as Egypt's major crop came

after 1821 . Before that 9 cotton of short-staple variety was grown

in the Delta and in Upper Egypt on a small scale for producing coarse

3
cloth • The story of long-staple cotton began in 1819 when a French

textile engineer 9 Jumel started to experiment with a new type of

cotton he had discovered in Maho Bey's garden in Cairo After the
• r\ C

success of Jumel's crop in 1821 f Muhammad Ali seems quickly to

have realized the advantages of this sort of cotton for several

reasons . First , unlike cereals , cotton was inedible and could not

be consumed locally , making it an ideal product for monopoly .

Second , there was a ready demand in Europe , where cotton obtained

a price which was perhaps two and a half to four times that of the

ordinary Egyptian short-staple cotton , and its sale promised to

1 Owen , Middle East , pp 65-6
2 Ibid , p. 66
3 Crouchley x A Century , p. i^9 ; Rivlin f Agricultural Policy , p. 137
^ Lahita , Thrikh , 122 ; Owen , cotton , p. 28

The term "al-qutn al-hindi" is the one try which long-staple cotton
was known in Egypt , while in Europe it was known either as Maho
or Jumel cotton . Rivlin , p. 335
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provide the Government with some of the revenue it so urgently

needed . Third , this was the more important as the wheat grown in

Egypt , traditionally the country's major export , was of a poor

quality and suffered increasingly in European markets from

competition with Black Sea grain . Finally , cotton cultivation

could be easily fitted into the existing pattern of agricultural

administration .

Apart from those reasons , the favourable reception of
Q

Jumel by the European textile industry induced Muhammad Ali to

extend-the area of cultivation • However such an extension would

have been difficult under the basin system of irrigation . This led
c •

Muhammad Ali to introduce his programme of irrigation works in order

to supply the necessary summer water • Old canals were deepened and

cleaned to bring water to even more fields . Saqiyas(water wheels)

were erected and dykes constructed to keep out the annual flood .

As a result of these actions , some 100,000 to 150,000 feddans must

2 c
have been affected • In addition to that , Muhammad Ali tried to

induced the peasants to raise the crop by offering high prices and

supplying working capital • Peasants were provided with , for
3instance , seeds , cotton gins and credit for buying animals .

In order that the new cotton might meet the demands of the

foreign market , it was essential to develop methods which would

ensure the maximum yield and the best quality of cotton . When the

1 " Owen , cotton , p. 29
2 Ibid , p. 29
3 Ibid , p. 29
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quality of the 1822 crop declined , therefore , it stimulated
c * • • •

Muhammad Ali to bring experts from Syria and Asia Minor to instruct

in methods of cultivation . A number of villages as well as the

peasants were placed completely under their control \
The results of these measures were that by 1823 the amount

of cotton production had risen to over 200,000 cantars , and its

quality was classified by European weavers as second only to the
2

Georgian long-staple variety known as Sea Island cotton

Soon after the introduction of new long-staple cotton ,

discovered by Jumel , it became one of the main re-sources of the

Egyptian economy . The first recorded export was in 1821 when 9^

cantars were exported . By 1823 , the export had risen to 259 , ^26

cantars . lh,ble 2 indicates the volume and value of cotton exports
%

in the reign of Muhammad cAli • It can be seen that cotton exports

increased considerably in 1823 • But later in 1828 a sharp fall

occurred in cotton output , then the production increased again

between the years 183^- and 1837 •• After that the exports fluctuated •

In 18^5 for example the export increased to 3^,955 cantars , the
• • c

highest in Muhammad Ali's time . However the export fell only to

119,965 cantars three years later . Thus , under Muhammad cAli

production and export of cotton fluctuated ) however , the general

trend was upward and continued .

1 Owen , cotton , p. 29
2 Ibid , p. 29 ? Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 138
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TABLE 2

Volume and. Value of Egyptian Cotton Exports 1821-2+9

Year — — —
cL cL

Jumel (quintal) Sea Island (quintal) £ E Jumel

1821 9^
1822 35,108
1823 259,^26
182*+ 228,078

1825 212,318
1826 216,181 129

1827 159,5^2 5,6o*+
1828 59,255 26,285
1829 10*+, 920 11,050

1830 213,595 8,702
1831 186,675 9,239

1832 136,127 *+,5*+*+
1833 56,067 1,833

183*+ l*+3,892 8,920
1835 213,06*+ 1,068,020
1836 2*+3,230 89*+, 383
1837 315,^70 757,^89
1838 238,833 716,670
1839 13^,097 *+68,105
l8*+0 159,301 *+l*+, 722
18*+1 193,507 5^0,006
l8*+2 211,030 390,882
l8*+3 261,06*+ 391,596
18*+*+ 153,363 230 ,of+6
18*+5 3^,955 561,920
l8*+6 202, 0*+0 *+0*+, 080
l8*+7 257,^92 *+87,752
l8*+8 119,965 167,961
l8*+9 257,510 515,020

Source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , pp. 3^,73.
a. One quintal equalled Kg.50 or 110.3 lb. But after 183^+ the figures

refer to cantars of 9^ lb., or so . For the weight of the cantar
after 1835 all sources give 98-9 lb., Owen , cotton , p .
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%

0

0
Under Muhammad Ali , cotton was one of the major Egyptian

exports . Cotton was usually responsible for a quarter to a third of

the total as in table 3 • However this proportion might rise to as

high as half in years of high prices and good harvests such as in

1836 , or sink to as low as a tenth as in 1848 .

TABLE 3

Value of Egyptian Cotton Exports , 1831 - 1848

Year Value £ E Total Value £ E

1831 429,464 1,178,613
1836 894,383 l,4oo,665
1837 757,489 2,142,000
1848 167,961 1,533,655

Source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy,pp.34,73,170

Thus , from 1820 onward , Egypt has had the benefit of

producing and exporting a crop with a relatively high marginal value.

The development of textile machinery in Europe in the second half of

the eighteenth century led to a great increase in the manufacture of

cotton f From the early years of the nineteenth century the demand

for raw cotton increased with great rapidity . The areas where cotton

could be grown were limited . In Egypt , its soil , climate ,

situation and population were suitable for cotton growing . The

Egyptian peasant found in cotton a crop which brought a bigger cash

return than any other crop that he could grow . For that reason the

cultivation of cotton in Egypt steadily increased .

1 Crouchley , A Century , p. 150
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The introduction of Jumel cotton in the 1820s , however ,

was not linked to the apparent decline in cereal output in the 1820s

and early 1830s . In the first place , the production of wheat ,

c 1
beans and barley remained fairly steady during Muhammad Ali's rule.

The other was that the decline in early 1830s was firstly as a

result of the excessive flood of 1829 ; secondly , the result of

conscription of part of the agricultural labour force ; and finally,
2

these crops were consumed by the increasing army and navy . The

latter was proved by Bowring's figures for the distribution of the

1830 grain crop . He estimated that about 25 per cent of the 1830
3

grain crop was destined for the armed forces or for garrisons abroad.

Once the army was reduced in size and more peaceful rural conditions

returned in the 1840s , cereal-production rose to three or four times
k

its 1821 level .

In table k , it also indicates that besides cotton , other

major items of export were wheat and beans . With the return of more

peaceful conditions in the 18^-Os , 750,000 to 1,000,000 ardabbs of

such cereals were exported each year , worth between £ 500,000 and

£ 1,000,000 . Other products exported in same quantity were rice ,

gums (from the Sudan) , and linen cloth

1 Rivlin ,Agricultural Policy , p. 157
2 Ibid , pp. 158-9
3 Owen , cotton , p. 50
^ Ibid , p. 50
5 Ibid , p. 169



TABLE 4

Major Egyptian Exports in the years 1830-48

1848 £ E

Cotton

Wheat

Barley
Rice

Corn

429,464

66 f169
62,712

Linen Cloth 45,365

808,824

54,113

124,842
103,630
54,643

167,961
282,257

295,249
47,800

111,856
66,876
3,656

source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , p • 170

As far £s the development of the Egyptian agrarian economy

Q
was concerned , Muhammad Ali developed two major aspects which

became the foundation for later development • First , he introduced

long-staple cotton which brought Egypt into contact with the world

economy as a cotton exporter • Second , he introduced perennial

irrigation which resulted , among other things , in extending the

area of cultivation •

During Abbas (1849-54) a considerable

occurred in cotton exports , from 257,510 cantars in 1849 to

highest in the 1850s .**" by 1853-4

exports were averaging about 500,000 cantars a year , a figure at
2which they remained for the rest of the decade . ( see table 5)

1 Z.Y Hershlag , Introduction to the Modern Economic History of the
Middle East , (Leiden ,1964),p. 95 ; Owen 9 cotton , p. 73

2 Owen , cotton ,p. 74
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TABLE 5

Volume and Value of Cotton Exports 1850-59

Year Volume / cantars Value £

1850 364,816 836,176

1851 384,439 688,980
1852 670,129 1,341,128
1853 471,397 954,794
1854 477,905 764,740
1855 520,886 937,594
I836 539,885 l,295,724
1857 490,960 1,227,420
I858 519,537 1,091,027

1859 502,645 1,113,419

source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , p 73
%

The demand for cotton increased sharply during the

American Civil War which effected a disruption of American cotton

exports to the European market . In i860 , the U.S.A had supplied

five-sixths of the European market and 80 per cent of the British

demand As a result of the American Civil War , Egyptian exports

to the U.K increased from £ 8,000,000 in 1861 to £ 22,000,000 in

1865 . This brought Egypt from sixth position on the list of sources

of British imports in 1861 to third in 1864 and I865
«

s

1 Hershlag , Introduction , p. 90
2 D.S Landes , Bankers and Pashas (Cambridge , Mass. 1979) , p. 56
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From table 6 , it can be seen that during the American

Civil War , output of cotton increased from 5^1,000 cantars in i860

to 2,507,000 in I865 • Cotton value also increased from £E 1,400,000

in 1861 to £E 15,400,000 in I865 • Total exports advanced from

£E 3,700,000 to £E 16,400,000 during the same period

TABLE 6

Volume and Value of Egyptian Cotton Exports , 1860-6

Year Volume / cantar Value £ E

i860 501,415
1861 596,000 1,430,880
1862 820,119 4,920,660
1863 1,287,000 9.356,490
1864 1,740,000 14,840,700
1865 2,507,000 15,443,120
1866 1,785,000 11,424,000

source: Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , p 90

The early 1860s also saw an increase in the export of

cereals , their value rising from £E 500,000 in 1859 to £E 1,500,000

in 1862 . However , it then declined to only £E 42,000 in I865 F"

1 Owen , cotton , p.170
2 Ibid , p. 171
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V

The end of the American Civil War caused Egyptian cotton

prices to fall rapidly . Although the end of the war brought cotton

prices down sharply ,cotton exports remained well above their pre-

i860 level as can be seen from table 7 • lbs share of export

earnings provided by cotton still remained around 75 per cent

Cereal exports , on the other hand , were of considerably

less relative importance than before the war . Their value varied

from just over £E 300,000 in 1866 and 1870 to £E 2,000,000 in 1877 .2
The most valuable new export of the period was sugar . It became

important only after Ismail began to invest heavily in its

production from 1866 onward .

TABLE 7
Production and Export of Egyptian Cotton , 1866-7 to 1879-80

Year Production / cantar Export / quintal3.

1866 - 7
%

1,127,895 1,260,946
1867 - 8 1,207,402 1,253,445
1868 - 9 1,306,159 1,289,714
1869 -70 1,362,514 1,351,797
1870 - 1 1,970,717 1,966,215
1871 - 2 2,004,254 2,108,500
1872 - 3 2,298,942 2,061,000
1873 - 4 2,538,351 1,974,000
1874 - 5 2,106,699 2,280,000
1875 - 6 2,928,498 2,632,000
1876 - 7 2,773,258 2,456,000
1877 - 8 2,593,670 2,325,000
1878 - 9 1,683,749 i,465,ooo
1879 -80 3,198,800

source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , p. 123
a - Figures given are in quintals 1866-7 "to 1871-2 , after which

they are in cwts.

1 Owen , cotton , p. 124
2 Ibid , p. 171
3 Ibid , p. 171
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In summary , there was an increase in agricultural

production from I85O to 1880 • The major crops which expanded to a

very large amount were cotton and sugar . In the case of cotton ,

where so little was consumed locally that export figures are a

reliable guide to total production , the harvest grew from an

average of half a million cantars a year in the 1850s to a peak of

two million cantars during the latter part of the American Civil War

boom . There was then a brief period of decline in the latter 1860s

before output regained its Civil War level in the early 1870s .

The area devoted to cotton also increased . From 250,000

feddans in the 1850s it had increased to over 1,000,000 in 186A-

before establishing itself at between 750,000 and 850,000 for the

rest of the period The area of cotton cultivation was mainly in ,

the Delta , whereas in Upper Egypt , the area rarely exceeded

20,000 feddans ^

Sugar on the other hand , was mainly confined to Upper

Egypt , in the provinces of Minya and Asyiit , where , by the 1870s
w

3between 50,000 and 75iOOO feddans were devoted to its cultivation •

Thble 8 shows the value of Egypt's main agricultural

exports . During that period , the income from cereal exports

remained steady • On the other hand , the income from cotton (and ,

after i860 , cotton seed) increased from just under £ 1,000,000 a

year in the early 1850s to £ 11,500,000 in the second half of the

1 Owen , Middle East , pp. 135~6
2 Ibid , p. 136
3 Ibid , p. 136



1860s . before

in the 1870s .

TABLE 8

Export of Egypt's principal crops , 1850-79 (annual average)

v Cotton Cotton seed Wheat Barley
~

cantars-*Tardabbs ardabbs arcabbs ardabbs
(£m) (in) (£m) (m) (£m) (m) (Era) (m) (£m) (m)

1850-4 0.918 0.467 0.741 0.932 0.004 0.100 0.281 0.369
I855-9 0.333 0.515 1.099 I.250 0.091 0.192 0.267 0.333
1860-4 6.110 0.989 0.344 0.600 O.529 1.842 0.052 0.146 0.267 0.397

I865-9 10.213 1.367 0.586 0.910 0.489 0.455 0.061 0.218 0.354 0.405
1870-4 1.892 0.940 1.229 0.512 0.441 0.008 0.015 0.479 0.554
1875-9 8.442 2.232 1.468 1.468 0.792 0.933 0.689

source : Owen , The Middle East in the World Economy , p. 136
a - 1 cantar = 98-100 ib.
b - 1 ardabb = 180-200 litres

Under the British , during the l880sthe size of exports

remained more or less constant as can be seen from table 9 • However,

owing to the rise in yield f cotton exports doubled during the 1890s.

After that , although the area of cotton cultivation was extended ,

the increase was slower owing to the decline in cotton yields "which
A

began from the turn of the century onwards , culminating in the

disastrous harvest of I909-I9IO • Only in the years after 1910 was

any considerable advance made over the harvests of the late 1890s

1 Owen , cotton ,p. 196
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Volume and Value of Egyptian Cotton , 1880-1913

Year Volume / cantars Value / £ E

I.879 -80 3,199,000 10,330,000
1880 - 1 2,776,000 8,539,000
1881 - 2 2,912,000 9,141,000
1882 3 2,284,000 7,471,000
1883 - 4 2,694,000 8,101,000

1884 - 5 3,616,000 10,096,000
I885 - 6 2,792,000 7,265,000
1886 - 7 2,872,000 7,999,000
1887 - 8 2,996,000 8,197,000
1888 - 9 2,723,000 8,036,000

I889 -90 3,238,000 9,646,000
1890 - 1 4,159,000 10,660,000
I89I - 2 4,765,000 9,597,000
I892 - 3 5,221,000 10,802,000
1893 - 4 5,033,000 9,507,000

1894 - 5 4,619,000 8,693,000
1895 - 6 5,276,000 11,760,000
1896 - 7 5,879,000 12,487,000
1897 - 8 6,544,000 10,451,000
I898 - 9 5,588,000 9,818,000

1899 -1900 6,510,000 15,689,000
1900 - 1 5,^+35,000 13,136,000
1901 - 2 6,370,000 13,983,000
1902 - 3 5,839,000 17,721,000
1903 - 4 6,509,000 22,912,000

1904 - 5 6,313,000 17,096,000
1905 - 6 5,960,000 20,032,000
1906 - 7 6,949,000 26,059,000
1907 - 8 7,235,000 23,159,000
1908 - 9 6,751,000 20,158,000

1909 -10 5,000,000 24,065,000
1910 -11 7,505,000 29,344,000
1911 -12 7,386,000 27,853,000
1912 -13 7,499,000 26,719,000

source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , p. 197
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Figures for the amount of land devoted to the major crop

under the British can be seen from table 10 . The table indicates

the rapid expansion of cotton cultivation from the early 1890s

onwards , particularly in Lower Egypt . This was partly the result

of its cultivation on new land f partly the result of a more intensive

use of existing land through a major switch from a triennial to a

biennial cotton rotation . Changes in the system of rotation also

favoured the production of maize and clover but led to a reduction

in the area placed under important food crops like beans and barley .

1

TABLE 10

Areas devoted to seven major crops f 1886/7 to 1912/13
0

(annual averages in 1,000 feddans)

Cotton

1886/7
1893/4
189V5 - I898/9
1899/1900 - 1903A
1904/5
1909A0

- 1908/9
- 1912/13

866

966

1090

1305

1583
1700

Maize Wheat Beans Barley Rice Su,

1125

1476

1474
1727

1782

1838

1241

1296
1214

1270

1207

1270

756
689

651
647
574
525

520
460

499
537
448

373

150

181

199

164

249
246

71

72

79

79

47
48

Source : Owen , The Middle East in the World Economy , p. 218

1 Owen , Middle East , p. 218-19
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2 . ii Irrigation and Transport

Undoubtedly the agricultural production of Egypt could be

increased by establishing a good irrigation system and improving the

instruments used for irrigation . Otherwise its agriculture could

only rely upon the annual Nile flooding especially for the summer

crops such as cotton , sugar and sesame . These summer crops had to

be grown during the period of flood while winter crops could be sown

in November after the recession of the Nile floods and harvested in

April-May before the river rose again •

Q
Muhammad. Ali realized the potential of the long-staple

cotton and ordered it to "be grown on a large scale . But cotton

required summer water and therefore irrigation was needed . Many of

the winter canals were deepened to allow them to take off water from
%

the river when it was at its lowest and thus ensure an adequate

supply the whole year round .

By 1833 f 2^4-0 miles of the new canals had been dug In

addition , dams and sluices were built and a large number of

saqiyas erected .

An attempt to improve the whole system by introducing a

centralized irrigation administration was begun in Upper Egypt in

1830 , and in 183^- a similar organization was instituted in Lower

Egypt .2

1 Owen , cotton , p. ^7
2 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy f p. 2^-2
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One result of all this activity was that by the early

1830s the area reached ty summer water in the Delta had increased to

about 600,000 feddans . This increase permitted the extended

cultivation of summer crops .

During the time of Isrna0!! , 8,b00 miles of new canals were

dug . Ismail invested a huge amount of £ 12,600,000 in the canals

and allowed a considerable extension in the cultivation of summer

1
crops .

The British completed the transformation of the irrigation
Q

system which had begun under Muhammad Ali and had been continued by

his successors . Basically , perennial irrigation required the

construction of dykes , dams and canals in order to raise the level

of water in the river and in the canals , in those dry months .

First , the British repaired and made functional the
0

barrage at the fork of the Nile which Muhammad Ali had begun but

had been forced to abandon . Under Sard's rule 9 in 1862 , one side

of the "barrage was completed 9 however , it was found that the

foundations were dangerously weak and until I89O little use was made

of the mighty stricture • This work 9 completed in I89O , raised the
2

level of the water in the summer canals • This had two effects :

first , it extended the area over which cotton could be grown 9 and

second 9 it lowered the labour necessary to put a given quantity of

water in the fields in summer by reducing the vertical distance from

1 Owen , cotton , p. l^fl ; Crouchley 9 Economic Development ,pp. 116-7
2 Crouchley 9 A Century of Economic Development 9 p. 139
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the water to the fields . The barrage made perennial irrigation

and cotton cultivation possible over the entire cultivation area

of the Delta . Another barrage , at Asyut , was completed in 1902 ;

the subsequent construction of feeder canals converted all of Middle
2

Egypt to perennial irrigation by 1909 •

Second , in 1902 , a dam was built across the Nile at

Aswan . The purpose of this project was to enable irrigation and

cultivation to be carried on during the summer . It was soon found,

however , that the normal flow of the Nile in summer does not

provide sufficient water for the needs of summer cultivation over a

wide area . Barrages raise the level of the water , but they add

nothing to supply . In order to supplement the supply of water in

the summer it was decided to hold over some of the flood water in

huge reservoirs to be used during summer . Thus , when the Aswan Dam

was completed , it increased the supply of summer water throughout

the country , including Upper Egypt , allowing some areas in that

region to switch from basin to perennial irrigation by 1909 • By

191^ , perennial irrigation extended as far South as Dairut , in
♦

3northen Asyut province .

As a result , the cultivation area rose from ^-,764,000

feddans in 1881 to 5*658,000 in 1911 • These was also an increase in

cropped area(land which produced more than one crop per year)from

^,762,178 in 1879 to 7,032,711 feddans in 1899- . By 1913 it "

1 Crouchley , A Century of Economic Development , p. 139
2 Ibid , pp. 139-^0 ; A. Richards , Egyptian Agriculture, p.
3 Crouchley , op.cit , p. 1^-0 ; A. Richards , op. cit , p.
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increased to 7>712,412 feddans . This increase in cultivated and

cropped area permitted the extended cultivation not only of cotton

which took a major proportion "but also of other crops such as maize

and wheat . Thus , the large-scale investment "by the government in

the creation of dams , "barrages and canals was one of the main

factors in the progress of Egyptian agriculture as a whole •

Cotton production also directly stimulated the establish¬

ment of transport in order to carry the crop from the main Delta .

Thus , the first railway was opened as early as 1853 and by 1858 ,

Cairo was linked to both Alexandria and Suez • In 1877 > there were

1,519 kilometres of standard gauge railways and by 1913 this figure
2

had risen to 2,953 • Moreover , not only the Nile , but also many

of the irrigation canals were navigable the whole year round . This

made marketing for export easier and extended the area where export

crops could be grown profitably •

1 Crouchley , Economic Development , pp. 152-3
2 Issawi , The Economic Development of Egypt ,1800-1960 in C. Issawi

(ed) , The Economic History of the Middle East 1800-191^ (Chicago,
Midway reprint , 1975) > P» 36^ .
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3 - iii : Finance t Commerce and lanking

When the monopoly system came to an end , direct contact

between the merchants of Alexandria and the cultivators was

c —
established • There was a brief setback when Abbas tried to

remonopolize some of the country's crops in 1853 and in 183^ , as

well as to expel most of the local Greek community which had already

begun to provide a large number of local agents and money-lenders •

But all such barriers were quickly swept aside by the accession of

Sa id and the attraction of high profits to be made from agricultural

exports during the Crimean War boom . Consequently , cultivators who

grew cotton required to be paid in cash for their product . In

addition , cotton producers usually needed to be provided with seed

and credit . These services usually were undertaken by the merchants

and their agents . Moreover when the land tax began to be collected

exclusively in cash --and often in advance- the cultivators found it

useful to have someone ready to lend them what they needed to meet
0

their obligations . Such loans could be safely made against the
2

security of their cotton .

Ibe cotton boom greatly accelerated the function of money¬

lenders . Spurred on by prices between 1861 and I865 , hundreds of -

thousands of cultivators all over the Delta began to plant cotton

for the first time . For this they required credit to buy animals ,

water lifting devices and seeds . This resulted in extending the

activities of money-lenders . Almost every village now had its money-

1 Owen , Middle East , p. 138
2 Ibid , p. 138
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lenders . Wallace stated that most of the peasants had no difficulty

in planting cotton f for several Greeks came ana offered to provide

the seed and advance any money that might "be required •

Most of the people involved in the business of financing

and exporting the cotton crop were foreigners . As we have seen ,

the cotton boom became a magnet to attract foreigners to invest in

Egypt . One manifestation of this was a large influx of foreigners .

The arrival of so many foreigners created many investment

opportunities . However they only invested in cotton-related

business to take advantage of the boom as bankers 9 cotton exporters

and merchants . They were also involved with the four large

companies which were established during the first two years of
mm

Isma il reign f the Anglo-Egyptian Bank , the Medjidiah or Egyptian

Steam Navigation Co. , the Egyptian Commercial and Trading Company
2

and the Soci6t£ Agricole et Industrielle .

The Anglo-Egyptian Bank provided banking and commercial

facilities associated with cotton . The Medjidiah provided a steam

service in the Red Sea f the Eastern Mediterranean 9 and on the
3Nile . The Egyptian Commercial and Trading Co. provided crop loans

to cultivators at 15 to 20 per cent a year . The fourth

company , the Societe:Agricole provided the country with a system

of cheap irrigation either by arranging to supply the cultivators

with pumped water , or by selling , installing and maintaining the

necessary machinery on behalf of private individuals

1 Wallace , Egypt , pp. 269-70
2 Owen,, cotton , pp. 113-4
3 Ibid f p. 114
4 D.Landes , Bankers and Pashas , p.235
5 Ibid , pp. 261-2
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European activity in the cotton sector was further

intensified after 1875 , when the Mixed courts were established .

They gave greater security to transactions involving agricultural

land . One result was the great increase in the amount of money lent

to Egyptian cultivators against their property (estimated at

£ 7f000,000 in 1882) . The other was the growth of foreign

landownership which had reached 225,000 feddans "by 1887

A number of land companies and mortgage companies were

also formed in the 1880s and 1890s to undertake a variety of

activities to do with rural property . These included several

unsuccessful enterprises founded to reclaim and then sell uncultivated

land or to engage in public works activities of one kind or

2
another . More successful were the large mortgage companies 9 the

Credit Foncier Egyptien founded in 1880 by a group of Alexandria

and Cairo bankers in combination with French financiers and the Land

and Mortgage Company established mainly with British capital f as

well as the Societe Anonyme d' Irrigation dans le Beh^ra (Behera

Company) and the Aboukir Company ^

Some companies founded between 1893 and 191^ carried out

their activities in rural land . Some were responsible for reclaiming

sizeable tracts of waste ground , others were the means by which

large areas of state land passed into the hands of private owners .

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 37
2 Ibid , p. 68
3 Ibid f p. 68 , 69 , 70



A number of companies listed below dealt with the

exploitation of rural land to buy and sell , to rent out , or to

reclaim agricultural properties .

TABLE 11

Egyptian Land Companies and Their Holdings of Rural Property
in 1906 and 1907-8

Aboukir Co.

Behera Land Co.
/

Soc. Fonciere d'Egypte
S.A. Agricole et Industrielle
New Egyptian Co.
Wardan Estate Co.

Kom Ombo Co.

Compagnie Agricole du Nil

Egyptian Enterprise and
Development Co.

Nile Land and Development Co.
Gharbieh Land Co.

Cheikh Fadl Co.

Egyptian Land Investment Co.
^ /

Union Fonciere d'Egypte

Anglo-Egyptian Land
Allotment Co.

United Egyptian Lands Ltd.
Sidi Salem Co. of Egypt
Soc. Agricole de Kafr el-Dawar

Egyptian Estates

Date of 1906 1907-8
foundation feddan feddan

1888 11,000

1894 ("nearly' )l0O,000 120,000

1896 1,872

1897 41,086 40,672
1899 10,498 4,800
1903 8,000
1904 30,000

1904 (at least)340
%

1904 4,000
1904 7,800
1905 9,000 6,500
1905 8,800
1905 693
1905 10,000 12,300

2,600 2,700

4,793
14,500
9,475

15,000

1905

1906
1906
1907

1905

source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , p. 292

1 Owen , cotton , pp.291-2
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From table 11 , it would seem that Egyptian land companies

owned at least 250,000 feadans of rural property between 1906 and

1908 . The ownership of this land formed the basis of a number of

different types of activities • Some companies purchased waste land ,

reclaimed it , and then either sold it or rented it out to tenants ;

others bought large estates and attempted to sell them in smaller

parcels ; others again farmed the land which they had obtained on

their own account

Before 1907 most companies were anxious to resell their

land as quickly as possible to take advantage of the rising prices .

However in the later period , there was a tendency to make money by-

renting land . According to one estimate , it must have been well

over 100,000 feddans . Of this , the Behera Land Company was

2
responsible for about 75>000 •

Ihe mortgage companies also led to the development of large

landed property during the occupation . Mortgage credit was used for

the purchase of land . As early as the 1890s , soon after the first

mortgage banks had opened , Cromer wrote 2 "The money borrowed on mort¬

gage appears to be almost invariably applied to the purchase of new

land ".^

1 Owen , cotton , pp. 292-2
2 Ibid , pp. 292-3
3 Baer , Landownership , pp. 100-1
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Between 1901 and 1908 f land purchases increased "by 375 t

434 feddans , 259»122 feddans of which went to the owners of large

estates . The greatest increase occurred between 1905 &nd 1906 when

the large landowners added 120,000 feddans to their holdings

following on the final disposal of the Da^Lra . The purchase of Daira

lands was financed by the Credit Foncier •

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 103
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Chapter Four
■ i i ■ ■ i

Land Tenure and the Ag-rarian Economy

Early in the nineteenth century , Egypt began a

transformation in its economy . The key to economic transformation

was cotton . As a cotton exporter Egypt was integrated into the

world economy . The integration of Egypt into the world capitalist

economy as a cotton exporter transformed her land-tenure institutions,

her social structure , and her agricultural techniques .^ Therefore

there was a close link between the agrarian economy , the land

tenure system , the class of landowners and the agricultural

techniques . The process of the development in the agrarian economy,

the evolution of land tenure and the growth of different classes of

landowners have been discussed in the previous chapters . Their
%

relationship to one another is discussed in this chapter .

4 - i Cotton production and private property

Owen has suggested that it is necessary to avoid simple

explanations which seek to link the growth of property rights
2

directly with the growth of production for the market . However in

other situations , the growth of property rights have been affected

by the growth of the economy . As for Issawi , the integration of

Egypt into the world capitalist system stimulated a number of
3

changes in land tenure . Thus the rise of private property in land

was directly connected to the integration of Egypt into the world

economy .

1 Alan Richards , Technical and Social Change in Egyptian Agriculture
1890-1914 , in Economic Development and Cultural Change 26: 1977-8
P. 725

2 Owen , Middle East , p l4l
3 Issawi , Egypt in Revolution ,(Oxford , 1963), p.25



In what way did this process happen ? First , the key to the

development of Egypt was cotton • The agricultural economy became

more and more oriented towards the production of cotton for export .

Consequently , foreigners , especially Europeans , became increasingly

interested in the country . They lent large sums to the government

and were a constant source of pressure on the government to establish

private property in land to make it part of the capitalist institutions

with which those foreigners , wishing to do business in Egypt , were

familiar •

Even before the process of granting private property in

land , foreigners were already a source of pressure on the government

to abolish the monopoly system . Thus 9 as a result of the Treaty of

London , the monopoly broke down in the 1840s • The abolition of the

monopolies gave a new value to land and transactions in land rapidly

developed . As usually happens in such cases , the growing practice

led to legal adaptation • Beginning in 18^6 a long series of land

laws legalised the growing practice of letting , selling 9 and

mortgaging land and gave the right to inherit land according to the
2

Islamic Law of inheritance . Consequently , land became a commodity,

easily bought or sold . Foreigners were authorised to acquire any

kind of land , and this provision enabled foreign capital to enter

Egyptian agriculture by means of mortgage and other loans • By the

establishment of the Mixed Courts in 1875 a legal framework was set

3
up that gave foreigners the widest measure of rights .

1 A. Richards , Accumulation , p.11
2 Crouchley , A Century of Economic Development , p. 1^5
3 Issawi , Egypt in Revolution , p. 25
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Second , one of the main aims of the creation of a system

of regular property rights was to increase the sums raised in tax .

As we have seen there was a close connection between taxation and

cotton cultivation . Taxation was raised in order to spend on the

public works for the spread of cotton cultivation . Ihxation ,

however., resulted in granting full ownership on land • IsmaCil
Qbetween 1866 and 1868 , granted ownership rights to the uhda

holders , in return for payment of tax arrears .

Furthermore , under Isma il, the government 's need for

cash gave impetus to the creation of private property from kharajiya

land . In 1871 the Muqabala Law freed from one-half of his tax

liability anyone who paid six years in advance . He would also

become full owner of the land • Thus to meet his financial liabilities

Isma ll was forced to sell the raqaba of kharajiya land to tasarruf
2

holders . Thus , there was a close relation between the development

in the agrarian economy through taxation and the growth of private

property .

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 16
2 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p. 66
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^ . ii Cotton Cultivation and the Distribution of Landed Property

The development in the Egyptian economy was mainly based
c

on cotton production . Muhammad Ali realized the potentiality of

cotton as a major source of Egyptian revenue . But cotton required

summer irrigation and summer irrigation required summer canals .

This led Muhammad Ali to carry out his irrigation works by deepening

the old canals of the basin system and also by constructing new

canals . These works were accomplished with forced labour . Thus>not
c — c

only did Muhammad Ali put his orders in his law of La'ihat Zira at
• •

al-Fallah , but also he extended the burden of the fellahin with

this corvee . Consequently , a number of peasants responded to this

by taking flight . Peasants who fled from this forced labour would

find their land in someone else's hands if they managed to return •
%

Thus , a direct connection can be traced between the rise of cotton

cultivation and peasant land loss ♦

However the extension of cotton cultivation required more

than summer canals , especially infrastructure such as railways and

roads . These public works required not only labour , but also

capital . This could be raised either directly by taxation , or by

borrowing , which in turn , ultimately rested upon taxation to pay

off creditors . The increased tax burden , was therefore intimately
2

connected with the spread of cotton cultivated for export . In the
• c •

nineteenth century Muhammad Ali , who abolished the iltizam system,

1 A.Richards , Accumulation , pp .263-4
2 Ibid , p. 26k



brought the peasants into

Xairect contact with the government for the first time by means of

direct taxation • Since then , taxes increased considerably •

his reign , stimulated Isma il to undertake a considerable

investment in the agricultural sector besides his expenditure in

reclaiming some 300*000 to 400,000 fedaans which were added to the

cultivated area . The table below indicates the amount of money

•• Q>j» ^

invested in the agricultural sector during Isma il's reign .

The cotton boom which occurred during the early years of

TABLE 12

Estimate of Expenditure on Public Work by the Egyptian
Government during the reign of Isma0!! 1863-79

Work Cost L.E.

Suez Canal 12,000,000

12,600,000
2,150,000

6,100,000
2,542,000
1,400,000

200,000

13,361,000

Canals

Bridges

Sugar Mills
Alexandria Harbour

Port of Suez

Alexandria Water Works

Railways

Lighthouses

853,000

188,000

Total L.E.51 ,39^,000

source : Crouchley , Economic Development of Modern Egypt, p. 117
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But while Isma ll was investing in agriculture he was also

multiplying the demands made on it . According to the few budgets

published during his reign , the land tax continued to supply over

half of total revenue • Increases in the land-tax began as soon as

the boom was over and by 1868 9 the British Consul in Alexandria

was reporting that the fellahin then paid 70 per cent more than they

had paid in 1865

A further large increase occurred in 1871 , when IsmaCil
issued the Muqabala Law in which anyone who paid six years' tax in

2
advance was to be freed of half his tax liability for life .

The effect of rising taxation and an unreformed system

of collection fell most heavily on the fellahin . In consequence ,

many were forced deeper and deeper into debt to money-lenders • Others
%

had to give up their land . Commenting in 1873 on the condition which

followed the introduction of the Muqabala Law , the Britiah Consul

in Cairo wrote that :

■I /the
Many of/poorer classes of natives , calculating that
they could not obtain from the produce of the land
sufficient to pay the increased demands , offered their
.lands gratis to any person who would relieve them of it
and pay the newly imposed tax . Some wealthy persons
accepted the land of their poorer neighbours on those
terms , others paid nominal sum of £ 1 , £ 2 or £ 3
an acre for it 3

Others had their land sequestered for non-payment of taxes

or seized by the Khedive on one pretext or another .

1 Owen , cotton , p. 26
2 Artin , Right of Landed Property , p.66
3 Owen , cotton , p. 1^7
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Thus in summary 9 the rise in taxation used to finance

perennial irrigation works and other infrastructural investments

contributed to the creation of a landless class . The government

was trying to extend the cultivation of the cash crop , cotton .

To do this , the infrastructure had to be transformed 9 summer

canals and transport facilities had to be developed . This required

in turn 9 labour and capital . The labour was provided by corvee ;

the capital by borrowing abroad and by increased taxation . As the

size of the foreign debt mounted 9 taxes were increased further in

an effort to meet the payments . As a result of these measures

designed to transform the method of production 9 the distribution

of land was altered : peasants lost land to the Pasha 9 to village

Shaykhs 9 and to money-lenders 9 either through flight , forfeit

for non-payment of taxes , or foreclosure for debts •

The peasants who did not flee from higher taxes might

possibly borrow money . Borrowing was in part directly related to

taxation , in that many peasants simply got loans to pay the taxes .

In part the link was indirect , in that peasants borrowed the

working capital to produce cotton and then would use the receipts

from the sales of cotton to pay the taxes • In both cases , the rise

of the money-lenders accompanied the rise of cotton cultivation and

parallelled the peasants1 land loss
4

1 A.Richards 9 Accumulation , p. 265
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When did this happen and how ? Before the introduction of

private property , the money-lenders played an important role in

making capital available to villages , but the land , communally

shared rather than privately owned , could not be given to the

money-lenders as security for a loan . The growth of the system of

private property and the establishment of the Mixed Courts in the

1870s gave them greater opportunity .

The creation of the Mixed Courts proved a great boon for

the money-lenders . Many of them 9 for the purpose of recovering

debts , carried their cases to the courts and expropriated land for

non-payment Moreover the Mixed Courts empowered creditors to
2

foreclose on land belonging to indebted fellahin .

Fellah indebtedness started to become a problem at the
mm O"1* -

beginning of Isma il's reign , in the early 1860s . The cotton boom

led many fellahin to increase their crops on the basis of loans from

money-lenders • The end of the boom and the coincidental rise in

taxes caused widespread bankruptcies among fellahin and many sales

of land .^

Thus , the spread of cotton cultivation which was

accompanied by the emergence of money-lenders had led to peasant

land loss .

In part , the formation of large estates was linked to the

agricultural improvement in general and the spread of cotton

1 Tignor /Modernization, p. 235
2 Baer , Landownership , p. 35
3 Wallace , pp. 183-6
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cultivation in particular . We have seen that , at the "beginning of
c • •

his reign , Muhammad Ali carried out his reform to control the

land in Egypt , with the object of obtaining land taxes directly

from the peasants • However , by the end of his reign , he undertook

a major reversal of his land policy , when he handed tack large

tracts of land to the control of members of his family , senior

officers and others . This happened mainly as a result of the sudden

fall of cotton prices in 1836-7 • This led Muhammad CAli to hold the

Egyptian crop off the market for several months in the hope of a

rise 9 thus further exacerbating an already difficult financial
c

situation . In these circumstances 9 Muhammad Ali reversed his

policy by a decree of March 1840 , which compelled high officials ,

army officers and others who had grown rich in the wars to accept
c •

estates made up of village land as uhda , to pay its arrears and to

guarantee its tax liabilities in future

Q
By the end of Muhammad Ali's reign 9 there was also

c~ —>

observed the formation of large estates , ib adiya and jiflik • In

order to extend the area of cultivation , the Pasha granted

uncultivated land 9 ib adiya>to officials , foreigners and others 9

exempted from tax . In the La'ihat ZiraCat al-Fallah in 1830 ,
• •

C c— M
Muhammad Ali authorized the nazir al-qism to lease ib adiya lands

• *

2
to industrious cultivators who promised to reclaim them . Later in

18^4-2 , holders of ibcadiya were granted almost complete rights of

ownership , including the rights ;of sale and transfer in an effort
3to encourage further investment .

1 Artin , Right of Landed Property , pp. 80-1
2 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy f p. 62
3 Baer , Landownership , pp. 16-17
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At the same time , the estates called jifliks were granted

exclusively to members of Muhammad cAli's family . They were taken

either from ibcadiya land or , more usually from villages which

were unable to pay their taxes • Thus , the spread of cotton

cultivation which was related closely to the peasant land loss

eventually brought about the formation of large estates , particularly

the royal estates .

c c— T
In the case of uhda and ib adiya the purpose of

#

improving land became the main reason for the formation of large

estates . Thus , there was a link between the agrarian economy and

the formation of large estates .

Apart from that , from the second half of the nineteenth

century , changes usually occurred in the distribution of landed
%

property through land transactions 0 Because cotton cultivation

required summer water , irrigation works began . Under Isma0!!,
W Mi

the Ibrahimiya and Ismailiya canals were cut . This led to an

increase in the demand for land owing to the increase in its value •

The increase in agricultural prices , particularly during the cotton

boom , added to that . Many rich merchants therefore acquired large

estates on purpose to develop them for profit in addition to other

commercial interests . Mubarak mentioned a great merchant al-Hajj

Mustafa al-Hajin who acquired much capital and real estate . His
%

_ also
grandson al-Amir Hassan Bey al-Hajin/acquired much capital , landed

©

property and real estate

1 Baer , Landownership , p. 23
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take advantage of the new opportunities for agricultural

development , the Khedive Isma il himself acquired estates covering

hundreds of thousands of feddans . In 1863 alone , he added 200,000

feddans to his estates . By July 186^ he was said to own over half a

million acres , or between an eighth and a ninth of the total

cultivated area of Egypt . Some of these fields were purchased from

relatives , others reclaimed from waste land , but a large number

were seized more or less forcibly from the peasants .

Under the British occupation the appearance of land and

mortgage companies was one of the outstanding features in the

agrarian economy of Egypt • Although the emergence of land and

mortgage companies went lack to as early as 1880 , the most rapid

growth occurred during the time of occupation .

The growth of land and mortgage companies was mainly the

result of the new development of land tenure in Egypt . The right

of private property was firmly established in Egypt during the

of Sa id and Isma il . According to the Law of 1858 , in the reign

had held a certain

five consecutive years , tilled it , and paid its taxes acquired

ownership of it • Owners of kharajiya might pledge it as security

for loans , mortgage , sell , exchange , or transfer it , so long as

the Local Authority was informed of the change • The next important

step was the Muqabala Law of 1871 • It guaranteed complete freedom



of private property to any owner who paid six years' taxes in

advance . The new development in private property inevitably led to

the increase in land transactions such as mortgage and purchase of

land .

Moreover , legal sanction was given to the acquisition of

land by foreigners , and the establishment of Mixed Courts in 1875

brought about the introduction of mortgages in accordance with the

Western practice

The growth of land and mortgage companies was also a result

of British administration in Egypt . In the first place , the

British had a basic belief in the sanctity of private property .

They believed in the free operation of a market economy , in the

right of the individual to buy and to dispose of property freely .

In fact the British abolished some of the remaining restrictions
2

on holding private property .

Secondly , in the distribution of the state land , it >ra.s

the policy of the government to sell potentially cultivable land to

private land companies , many of them European who undertook

first to reclaim the soil and put in secondary irrigation works ,

them to sell the land to private individuals . The reason for this

policy was that the fellahin could not be entrusted with making the

land cultivable and the government , because of financial pressures,

preferred in most cases to have private land companies do this
3

work .

1 Baer , Landownership , pp. 101-2
2 Tignor , Modernization , p. 2^2
3 Ibid , p. 2^4-2
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*

However , above all , the central development was cotton

production . Hot only did cotton stimulate the growth of private

property which became the foundation of the development in land and

mortgage companies , but also it attracted foreign capital to invest

in these companies .

It has been said that after the formation of land and

mortgage companies , new development in land distribution occurred .

According to one estimate , between 1906 and 1908 only , Egyptian

land companies acquired at least 250,000 feddans . Moreover , the

formation of mortgage companies made loans easily available •

Between 1901 and 1908 , land purchases through credit from mortgage

companies increased by 375*^84 feddans , 259*122 feddans of which

went to the owners of large estates • Between 1905 and 1906 ,

financed by the Credit Foncier , large landowners purchased 120,000

feddans from the Daira .

Thus , it can be seen that following the British occupation,

a new class , the urban rich , rapidly became the chief class of

landowners . This class included foreigners and members of local

minorities , as well as the land improvement and mortgage-credit

companies .

In 188^- , three categories of proprietors , Europeans ,

Notables and officials , and villagers , appared in the report from
9

Lord Cromer indicating the amount of land-tax to "be levied .
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Calculations based on this information show that those in the first

category (Europeans) owned roughly 220,000 feddans , and those in

second (Notables and officials) , 1,200,000 feddans , and those in

the third (villagers) 2,500,000 In 189^4 , ^42.5 per cent of the

land in private ownership was held in estates of fifty feddans and
2

above . In 1907 the proportion held in large estates increased to
3

45.1 per cent .

^4 - iii Landowners and Cotton Cultivation
9

Q
When Muhammad Ali introduced long-staple cotton he made

attempts to increase the crop . Apart from his irrigation works , he

offered incentives to the peasants by offering high prices and

supplying working capital . At first , he offered 175 piastres per

cantar and this led peasants to work even harder . As Drovetti ,

the French Consul General put it in 1825 > when the agricultural

population saw how much the new cotton tree could produce , and

that the Pasha was willing to pay them 175 piastres for a cantar

of good quality , they worked even harder than before to ensure the

success of the new crop .

However in the later period , prices offered to

cultivators declined to 100-150 piastres , and did not rise until

183^4 • Moreover the farmers were subjected to the state monopoly

until 18^40 . By the monopoly system , the farmers were obliged to

1 Owen , cotton , p. 239
2 Baer , Landownership , pp. 22^4-5
3 Ibid , H>. 224-5
4 Owen , cotton , p. 69
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deliver to the government warehouses all the crops they grew except

primary articles of food such as cereals . The value of the products

thus received in the government warehouses was estimated according

to a scale of prices laid down by the government .

Under these circumstances , the fellahin had little

incentive to produce more than a bare minimum . A number of peasants,

in fact,were resistant to cotton growing . In some areas they would

remove the cotton seeds which they had planted in the hope of

convincing the local Bey that the soil was not suitable for cotton

cultivation •"*" It was also recorded in 1837 > that soldiers were

drafted into the fields to supervise the farmers engaged in the
2

cultivation of cotton . Wallace presents some testimony that , at

least in some areas , the fellahin abandoned the cultivation of
c 3

cotton upon the death of Muhammad Ali .

Before the formation of large estates , however , cotton

production must have teen undertaken try the small peasants . Only in

the late 1830s and in 1840-2 when the majority of estates were

created , a large proportion of cotton must have teen grown try the

large landowners . Moreover , it was made clear to the large estate

holders that they would he expected to grow a certain amount of

Jumel and to deliver it to the Pasha at the fixed prices . Similar

provisions were laid down for Europeans who grew cotton , and it was

stated that they would have to give up their concessions if they did

+ ^not agree .

1 Wallace , %ypt , p . 264
2 Crouchley , A Century of Economic Development , p. 145
3 Wallace , Egypt , p. 265
4 Owen , cotton , p. 72
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From the lS40s onward f owners of large estates continued

to produce a large proportion of cotton,owing to some advantages they

held . First , the large landowners obtained the right of

private property over their land in 1838 under Sa id's rule . Tni

gave them the impetus to improve their holdings and cultivation . If
1 c

they paid land-tax after 183^ it was only at the ushr rate . Thus

they enjoyed lower rates than the peasant . Baer gives these
1

TABLE 13

Ikx Rates by Land Categories (piastres/feddan)

Ushuriya Kharajiya

1854 186^ 1856

Lower Egypt 26 35 100

18
%

25 90
10 18 ;

Upper E^ypt 20 31

21

8 14

Lower and

Upper Egypt

Furthermore f in the case of jiflik owners f they had the

best land and most irrigated tracts lying along the summer canals
2

which were the most suitable for cotton cultivation . They were

also able to use their power to get water , to appropriate animals f

o

and to have corvee labour to work their land . • Because of the

privileged position enjoyed by the jiflik owners , both muta ahhids

and shaykhs were intensely hostile to them •

4

1 Baer , landownership , p. 31
2 Owen , cotton # p. 73
3 Ibid , p. 73
4 Owen f Middle East , p.7^
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The large landowners also could afford to erect saqiyas

(water wheels) more easily . Ibrahim Pasha was the first Egyptian

to import a system of pumps . His estates f under the direction of

Boufort Bey , a European 9 were regarded as the best managed in the

country • "*" Khurshid Pasha , a notable , who owned 3^*000 feddans of

Delta land was planning to replace his cotton gins driven by oxen

. 2
by mechanised power during a visit of Hekekyan in 1843 .

All these advantages were reflected in the large estates in

their superior techniques of cultivation . They planted their lands

rith o

cotton only once every four or five years f thus preserving the

quality of the soil in 1830s . They paid greaterattention to seed
4

selection and spaced their rows of cotton three feet apart • The

result of these techniques was high yields .
»

Thus
^ H en£ Qf q830s , a marked difference

was being observed in the crops produced by the two groups - that

from the largest estates being known as Zawat or 'Brinces' cotton

and generally enjoying a. premium of one and a half to two dollars

a cantar fon account of its greater cleanliness and length of staple
%

...Balli (peasant) cotton rarely produced more than two cantars

a feddan 9 whereas those with money to invest in the oxen and
%

saqiyas necessary to provide adequate watering could produce one to

one and half cantars more

1 Owen , cotton , p. 64
2 Ibid , p. 64
3 Ibid , p. 75
4 Ibid , pp. 76, 104
5 Ibid , pp. 76-7
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It seems highly probable that these individuals benefitted

greatly from the expansion of cotton production • They seem also

to have responded veil to it . One observer , the Englishman Thomas

CI egg , who made a tour of the Mediterranean cotton areas in the

mid-l850s reported that something like three eights of the total
c —

Egyptian crops came from the estates of Abbas and the family of

Ibrahim alone . ^
/too

However f Jumel continued to be grown by peasants/. But

their standard of cultivation declined sharply . Various factors

contributed to the decline'in the quality of long-staple cotton • In

the first place # the exhausting nature of the cotton crop caused a
• M

decrease in the fertility of the soil . Although on large estates

crops were rotated so that an interval of four to five years occurred

between the plantings of cotton on a particular area of land , in the

smaller holdings cotton was planted every three years and sometimes

as often as every other year on land • The land was further exhausted

by the cultivation of intercalary crops (crops , usually vegetables ,

planted between the cotton planis) . There resulted a distinct

difference between the amount of cotton grown on the large estates

and that on the small holdings . The failure of the fellahin to

maintain the high standard of care practised in the early years also
2

contributed greatly to the decline in quality .

1 Owen , cotton , p. 75
2 Kivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 139



Not only did the quality of cotton cultivation decline ,

"out also the harvesting and the preparation of the fibre for export .

The cotton was frequently allowed to remain in~the fields until the

cotton balls fell to the ground and became dirtly f although the

La'ihat ziraCat al-fallah had ordered that the cotton was to be picked
• •

before it fell to the ground ; if the fellahin failed to do so , the

authorities were to be informed and action taken against those who

were negligent .

The peasants who grew cotton were mainly concerned to

realize a profit as quickly as possible and prevent any costly delays

in the repayment of money they had borrowed , perhaps at 3 - ^ Pe^ cent

a month. Poverty also forced them to practise a shorter rotation in

which cotton was grown on a particular field once every three , or

even once every two years . Furthermore f they were unable to leave

their land fallow for as long as the wealthier proprietors and were

often forced to add a crop of maize to the latter1s birsim and cotton •

Other pracrices were equally detrimental to the production of good

cotton . It was for that reason , by the end of the 1850s , a marked

difference was being observed in the crops produced by the two
2

groups .

1 Rivlin , Agricultural Policy , p. 139

2 Owen f cotton , p. 76
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The years 1861 to 1866 mark an important turning-point in

the history of Egyptian cotton-production • When the period began ,

some half a million cantars were being grown on perhaps 250,000

feddans of land ; five years later the harvest had increased four

times in size , the area by five . The cause of this was the

American Civil War .

The large proprietors as well as the peasants responded

well to the high profits from cotton caused by the American Civil

War .

Sa°id and other members of the royal family devoted more

of the land on their own estates to cotton in 1862 . They were also
2

active in improving machinery and improving methods of cultivation .

■■ 0-.
Isma ll , the heir to the throne , for example f was instrumental in

Q

planting 4,000 feddans with cotton in Upper Egypt . It was said of
mm Ct

Isma il that buyers fought to purchase his cotton because he paid

special attention to tilling the soil so as to produce the best
4

crops and to realize the best prices for them . ~

The increasing prices were sufficient stimulus to the

increasing cultivation among peasants . It was the fact that the

peasants had returned to cereal-production after having been forced
0

to grow Jumel during Muhammad All's reign . However , prejudices

soon vanished in the face of the prospect of large profits . One

peasant planted a little cotton and got a good price for it ; the
5 c—others then followed . At the time of Sa id's death in 1863 , the

1 Owen , cotton , p.89
2 Ibid , p.93
3 Ibid , p.93
k Crabit6s , Ismail the Maligned Khedive (London, 1933) » P- 29
3 Wallace , Egyptian , pp. 269-70
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American Civil War had begun , and the peasants had the prospect

of making annually by cotton planting such sums of money as they

had never before dreamed of

When Ismail came to power in 1863 > cotton prices

increased still further . In 1864 , prices were almost at their

peak as can be seen in table 14 below .

TABLE 14

Cotton Prices at Alexandria and Liverpool , 1861-6 (annual average)

Year Alexandria ('Good Pair') dollars/cantar

1861 13.9

1862 22.8

1863 36.3
1864 45
1865 31.1

1866 35-3

source : Owen , Cotton and the Egyptian Economy , p. 91

As a result of that , more land than ever was devoted to

Jumel . Many of the large proprietors had now increased their crop

2 _

area by a third . In the 1870s , half of the Da'ira Saniya in
3Lower Egypt was devoted to cotton .

In responding to the cultivation of cotton during and

after the boom , between peasants and large landowners , methods

used were different . Among peasants , methods used do not seem to

have varied much from the earlier period . The peasants owned land

1 Wallace , %yptian , p. 316
2 Owen , cotton , p. 99
3 Owen , Middle East , p. 145
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at some distance from the main summer-water canals . For them ,

cotton generally followed a crop of maize . After that the ground

was ploughed twice and then left until it was flooded for fifteen

to twenty days . Two more ploughings followed , before sowing . In

cases where cotton was preceded by some other crop , for instance ,

wheat , another course of action was pursued . But whatever the

method , every effort was made to use the soil as intensively as

possible in order to try and maximize production . The rows of cotton

were planted more closely together than in earlier days , while extra

crops were introduced into the rotation when possible

Different practices were employed on the larger estates .

For the preparations for sowing cotton , the land was ploughed ,

watered , then ploughed again . Ihe seeds were placed in rows three

feet apart . The cotton was irrigated approximately four times

during growth and weeded every thirty days . Artificial manure was

used on some of the large estates , notably that of cAbd al-Halim

Pasha , Sard's brother

As a result , the yield of production per feddan between

large and small landowners differed . Yields under the balli method

used by the peasants were reportedly between 2 and 3 cantars per

3feddan in 1877 • There are a variety of estimates for yields of the

large landowners . It was estimated that the yields were between

4 and 6 , with occasionally 8 on the best land

1 Owen , cotton , p. 104
2 Ibid , p. 104
3 A. Richards , Technical and Social Change in Egyptian Agriculture,

1890-1914 , p. 740
4 Ibid , p. 740
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4 , iv Landowners and Technical Changes

The increased supply of water as a result of irrigation

under the British , not only allowed the extension of the area of

cotton cultivation , but also enabled many peasants in the Delta

grow it more often than before . This intensification of land use

was largely achieved by switching from a three to a two year crop

rotation . There are various descriptions of the two rotation system.
1

1- Three year Winter

First year clover (birsim)

Spring-summer

cotton

Flood

fallow

Second year beans or birsim fallow maize

Third year wheat fallow maize

Two year

First year birsim cotton fallow

Second year beans or wheat fallow maize

2- Three year

First year Clover or beans , then fallow or maize

Second year Wheat , barley , flax or potatoes , then maize

Third year Clover between the still standing maize , and then
cotton .

Two year

partly by clover and partly try-

second year Partly clover , partly cereals and then cotton

1 A. Richards , Accumulation , p. 102
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The main features of this shift were : first , an increase

in the intensity of land use , measured by the amount of time per

year that a given piece of land was cropped (and , therefore , a

reduction of fallow) ; second , an increase in the amount of land

planted in cotton per unit of time ; and third , a reduction in

bean production .

Only the three-year rotation was used in the late 1880s ,

but by 1900 ^-0 per cent of the cultivated area was in the two-year
2

system and by 1908 this figure had grown to 58 per cent .

Who adopted this two-year rotation ? Apparently it was

mostly the small peasant . Contemporary observers'testified:that

small peasants overwhelmingly adopted the two-year system while
3the large proprietors retained the three-year rotation . Although

small peasants adopted the two-year rotation , they did not

introduce any drastic changes in their cultivation techniques .

Why did peasants ,rather than the large landowners ,

adopt: the two-year rotation ? If the large landowners refrained

from switching in order to avoid soil deterioration , why did the

peasants switch ?

The difference in technical choice is mainly based on the

differences in access to information about the drainage problem . The

large landowners in all parts of the country were members of the

Khedival Agricultural Society (founded 1898) which along with

1 A.Richard , Technical and Social Change , p. 728
2 Ibid , p. 728
3 A.Richards , Accumulation , p. 103
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government agronomists, strongly advocated the use of the three-year

rotation The Bashasas rich city dwellers had much better access

to this sort of information than did the small peasants . The

peasants f owing to the lack of information f continued to use the

same technique which they had always used when they switched to the

two-year rotation f not realizing that "by doing so they would
2

contribute to the deterioration of the soil .

One of the results of this technical change was that

peasant yields by 1913 were 4 cantars per feddan , and 5 ^or large
3estates .

Thus f as a result of the switch to the two-year rotation ,

peasant yields rose more rapidly than those of the large landowners

before 1900 • After that point , peasant yields probably fell more

rapidly than those of large landowners . This is because those who

chose the two-year rotation caused their own soil to deteriorate

more rapidly than the soil of the three-year rotation •

1 A.Richards , Accumulation , p.120
2 Ibid , p.120
3 A.Richards , Technical and Social Change , p. 7^0
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CONCLUSION

In the nineteenth century , a transformation occurred in

the Egyptian economy , which brought a capitalist economy into the

country . In the pre-capitalist order in the eighteenth century ,

almost all land in Egypt was under the control of the state in the

form of iltizam or tax-farm . Peasants had no right over their

property . Moreover almost all agricultural activities depended

entirely upon the basin system .

Q
In the early years of Muhammad Ali's rule a transformation

• —#

Q
began # Muhammad Ali introduced a new system of landownership 9

aiming at maximum government control of land in the country . The

tax-farmers' system was abolished along with that of the religious
*

endowment of agricultural land .

c •

Muhammad Ali was anxious to introduce new crops . In the

1820s long-staple cotton was introduced in Egypt which had a growing

market in Europe . Cotton,as the main article of the evolving

market-economy , introduced a strong capitalist element into Ifeypt .

However , up to I8^f0 , Muhammad CAli imposed state

monopolies on cotton and other agricultural produce . When the state

monopoly came to an end , Egypt was drawn into the world capitalist

system as a producer of industrial raw material , i.e , cotton , as

a market for manufactured goods , and as a field for the investment

of European capital .
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c
Although Muhammad Ali did not introduce a capitalist

economy on a full scale , defined as private property in land and

the creation of a landless class and a labour market , he did

contribute towards their later rise . First , for the first time

peasants were brought into contact with the central government .

Second , he made important changes in agricultural technique by-

beginning perennial irrigation and by introducing the cultivation of

long-staple cotton .

From 1820 onwards , when cotton as a cash crop was

introduced , it was responsible for the transformation of the system

of agricultural practice . From the early 1860s onwards cotton

provided never less than 70 per cent of the %ypt's export earnings .

Its presence in %ypt attracted an increasing number of European

merchants and bankers . In the last decade of the nineteenth

century , cotton receipts increased considerably which caused an

increase in the value of land . Ibis led to the creation and

expansion of companies concerned with the purchase and sale of land .

Thus , capitalism came to Egypt with cotton . Ihe coming

of capitalism and cotton resulted in large numbers of peasants

losing power over land . As we have seen , large scale production of

cotton required considerable changes in the irrigation system . The

way in which this technical change was carried out from basin to

perennial system , with corvee labour and heavy land taxes , directly

affected the peasants , causing many of them to lose their land •
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Further , as the agricultural economy became more and more

oriented towards the production of cotton for export , foreigners ,

especially Europeans , became increasingly interested in the country.

Ihey lent large sums to the government and were a constant source of

pressure on the government to establish private property in land .

Thus , the integration of Egypt into the world capitalist economy

stimulated a number of changes in land tenure .

In general , after the breakdown of the monopoly system ,

the period from l£&8 to 1880 saw the extension of capitalist

institutions (private property in land) and the development of Egypt

as an exporter of an important primary product , cotton . The

distribution of landed property occurred within this transformation .

In order to expand the area of cultivation , land was distributed to

a new group who could afford to meet the financial responsibilities

for the government . This group consisted of the royal family , high

officials , and wealthy individuals . Furthermore when the value of

land increased as a result of the cotton boom , they acquired more

land than before . Thus , two different classes of landowners emerged

within this transformation s the large landowners and the peasants .

This led to a difference in agricultural techniques and practices

used by these two groups .
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From 1880-191^ , the peasants probably improved their

position as a result of the new irrigation scheme . The peasant

adopted the two-year crop rotation. However , the extension of

perennial irrigation and of the two-year crop rotation system caused

deterioration in the quality of the soil and the spread of insect

pests . Drainage and earlier planting in the later period were

direct responses to these problems .

Thus , as we have seen , cotton was the main beneficiary

of the government's investment on public works and the magnet

drawing private foreign capital to Egypt . The attraction of foreign

capital was clearly of benefit to the Egyptian economy,making

possible technological improvement,and the cotton industries

benefitted from this . But by the early years of the present century

it became clear that it was dangerous for Efeypt to rely solely or

mainly on cotton as a source for foreign capital since the cotton

crop was vulnerable to changes in the international market . It was

therefore important for Egypt to make use of its new resources for

new development in a diversification of agriculture and industry .
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